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Dear music-lovers,

A very warm welcome to the 2010 edition of the Johannesburg 
International Mozart Festival!
2010 – the eagerly awaited year in which South Africa will host 
the Football World Championship – will see people from all 
“corners” of the world flock to the southern tip of Africa for this 
global sports event. Soccer aficionados from all “hemispheres” 
will enjoy the games, the beauty of South Africa’s landscapes and 
the hospitality of its people.
Following last year’s highly successful premiere of the Johannes-
burg Mozart Festival as an international event, it is our “goal” 
to “score” a similar success in 2010 and to reflect on the idea of 
“hemispheres” and visitors to South Africa in musical terms.

2010 will bring about two new developments for the 
Johannesburg International Mozart Festival. Running 
from 23 January to 9 February, we have gone into 
“extra time” as the number of concerts has literally 
doubled to 16, compared to the 8 concerts we offered 
last year. The other significant “substitute” includes a 
departure from a pure Mozart focus towards a more 
“forward” concept. While Mozart is and will always re-
main a motif going through the majority of concert 
programmes, the Festival will explore Mozart’s genius 
and ingenuity in a wider sense, creating a setting in 
which Mozart’s multi-faceted persona will unfold by 
way of inspiration and discourse.

I am delighted to welcome to the Festival an array of 
outstanding international and South African artists. 
Maestro Thomas Sanderling will conduct the Johannes-
burg Festival Orchestra with a rare performance of 
Friedrich Helmut Hartmann’s Song of the Four Winds – 
a spectacular work for big romantic orchestra and two 
vocal soloists by a composer who left Nazi Austria in 

the 1930s and emigrated to South Africa where he taught a whole 
generation of young composers. The German singer Dietrich Hen-
schel, who is making a worldwide career as an opera and lied 
singer, working with Sir Simon Rattle, Zubin Mehta and Christoph 
Eschenbach, amongst others, will perform the baritone part. 
The other vocal soloist is the young South African mezzo-soprano 
Elizabeth Frandsen. Danish clarinettist Lone Madsen will be the 
soloist in Mozart’s Clarinet Concerto, marking the opening con-
cert of the Festival. Her latest album “White Sands” has recently 
been released, attracting rave reviews. Having worked with 
musical partners such as Alfred Brendel and Andrea Bocelli, we 
are privileged to hear her in her South African debut. The highly 
acclaimed young violinist Lidia Baich is no stranger to South 
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One of the Festival 

highlights will be 

a visit of a group 

of musicians from 

the sensational 

West-Eastern 

Divan Orchestra

African audiences. She also worked with Andrea Bocelli and has 
given concerts under the baton of Lorin Maazel and Vladimir 
Fedoseyev. Her appearance in a concert under the theme of “Rock 
me, Amadeus” will be one of the special surprises of this year’s 
Festival! 

Not only international soloists, but orchestras, too, will grace the 
stage in Johannesburg. The London-based Imperial College Sym-
phony Orchestra and its Music Director Richard Dickins will per-
form two concerts at the Linder Auditorium, including Rachmani-
nov’s epic Symphony No. 2. One of the Festival highlights will be 
a visit of a group of musicians from the sensational West-Eastern 
Divan Orchestra. They are offering a juxtaposition of Vivaldi’s 
well-loved Four Seasons with Piazzolla’s tango-inspired version of 
the Four Seasons of Buenos Aires.
Other orchestral specials include Dvořák’s Symphony No. 9 
(“From the New World”) with the sparkling Johannesburg Festival 
Orchestra under its charismatic Music Director Richard Cock.

I am very pleased to welcome back in 2010 the outstanding 
Johannesburg-based pianist Malcolm Nay, the eminent piano duo 
Nina Schumann & Luis Magalhães, as well as the popular Chanti-
cleer Singers and to announce a return visit of the Melodi Music 
Ensemble and its director, Nimrod Moloto, marking a long-term 
collaboration and support scheme under the auspices of the 
Apollo Music Trust.

And this is just to set the ball rolling …

May I wish you a series of exciting concerts – “home and away”. 
I look forward very much to seeing you at our events!

Florian Uhlig

Artistic Director
Johannesburg International Mozart Festival
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Introduction

The dictionary defines a sphere as a perfectly round object in 
three-dimensional space. The word derives from Ancient Greece 
and there it would have remained except for its life as a meta-
phor. Firstly, these spheres, which occupied outer space, were 
held in some mysterious balance called harmony. And only a short 
step led the ancient Greeks to term this symbiosis the ‘music of 
the spheres’, sometimes even the ‘harmony of the spheres’. The 
Greeks, like their medieval pupils, claimed this celestial harmony 
could only be detected by earthly manifestations, in short, a mir-
ror. This was what music was, a mirror of the celestial truth in 
mundane form. The fact of harmony, the reason that one note was 
‘concordant’, or agreed, with another was because it was attached 
to it by a particular mathematical proportion, and, through this, 
to its celestial origin. So became physical what, in Aristotle’s 
philosophy, was metaphysical (beyond the physical). 

Perfect spheres divided in half hemispheres. Again these could 
be extracted from the celestial origins and used as earthly meta-
phors. The world itself could be thought of as a sphere, even 
though it is not perfectly round; and its subsidiary hemispheres 
could come to described terrestrial opposites. East could be op-
posed to west, north to south, and so on, and, by extending the 
metaphor further, each section could be referred to as a ‘world’ in 
its own right. Hence a physical object came via metaphysics to 
be a handy way of referring to all sorts of everyday things, such 
as time, or place or even mood, as the medievals thought of sec-
tions of the spheres as monitors of particular passions: spheres 
of influence. 

In the concerts that follow the most fascinating use of the 
metaphor is the use that one ‘sphere’ makes of another. How the 
east meets the west in Goethe’s West-Östlicher Divan, and thus 
eastern poetry enters western ideas. How European culture 
merges with American in Dvořák’s New World Symphony. How 
18th century Venetian music holds sway over 20th century Argen-
tinian. How cartoon-Turkishness was used in 18th century Vienna 
by Mozart: west disparages east. Songs represent a marriage of 

two spheres, or worlds: music and verse.
But from the earliest critical writings, music has had a 

special ‘sphere’ of its own: powerful emotions. Long 
ago in Ancient Greece Plato wrote: “Music is a 
moral law. It gives soul to the universe, wings to 

the mind, flight to the imagination, a charm to 
sadness, gaiety and life to everything. It is the es-

sence of order and lends this to all that is good and 
just and beautiful.” 

Roderick Swanston

Johannesburg 

International 

Mozart Festival 

2010
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,  Lone Madsen – 
Clarinet

,  Johannesburg 
Festival Orchestra, 
cond. Richard Cock

Opening Concert/Symphony Concert I
Saturday, 23 January, 8.00 p.m., Linder Auditorium

W.A. Mozart  Overture from “Abduction from the Seraglio” K 384

  Clarinet Concerto in A major K 622
S Allegro
S Adagio     
S Rondo: Allegro

 I N T E R V A L

A. Dvořák  Symphony No. 9 in E minor 
Op.95 (“From the New World”)
S Adagio – Allegro molto
S Largo
S Scherzo: Molto vivace
S Allegro con fuoco

3 Vienna in the 1780s and New York in the 1890s might 
seem literally and metaphorically worlds apart, but be-
neath the surface some links exist. Wolfgang Amadeus Mo-
zart (1756–1791) settled in Vienna late in 1781 hoping 
for more permanent court employment, but content, at 
first, to make his way as a freelance composer after his 
unhappy relationship with Archbishop Colloredo, his Salz-
burg employer. Vienna, as a future goal, had probably 
been in his mind for a while. As early as 1778 a letter to 
his father from a friend had offered some prophetic ad-
vice: “If your son will take upon himself the task of set-
ting to music some good German comic opera, submit it to 
the discretion of His Majesty, and then await the decision, 
he might well receive the emperor’s patronage if his work 
finds approval. In this case his presence would be neces-
sary.” Joseph II had made it clear, in the early days of his 
reign (1780–1790), that he favoured operas in German as 
opposed to the prevailing predominance of Italian opera, 
and had gone further by openly supporting German-speak-
ing composers. In this favourable climate Mozart com-
posed his most successful Viennese work, Die Entführung 
aus dem Serail, which was premiered in July 1782. The 
comic spirit of the opera, with its jingling percussion sug-
gestive to the Viennese of their Turkish enemies, perme-
ates the overture, which encloses a pensive passage in C 
minor featuring prominent woodwind, with bright, viva-
cious music in C major.

Woodwind instruments and ensembles were particularly 
favoured in Vienna, and the names of the Imperial wood-
wind players (‘harmonie’) are known even today. The best 

remembered is the clarinetist Anton Stadler, for whom Mo-
zart composed a number of works in 1791, his last year. 
The clarinet concerto was his last completed, purely in-
strumental work, and was originally composed for the bas-
set clarinet, an instrument which Stadler was keen to pro-
mote. The basset clarinet has four notes below the modern 
day clarinet, which makes the whole colour of the instru-
ment darker. This Mozart explored, creating in the process 
one of his most ‘autumnal’ and reflective works, particu-
larly the emotionally elegiac slow movement. The work is 
in three movements, and while it makes few formal inno-
vations it marks the beginning of the distinguished line of 
clarinet concertos that followed in the early 19th century 
and 20th century. It was first performed to some critical 
acclaim in Prague in October 1791.

One hundred and two years later, on 16 December 1893 
the Bohemian composer Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904) was 
festooned with applause after each movement of his new 

 Lone Madsen
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symphony in E minor, later nicknamed “From the New 
World”. In 1892 the composer had been lured by Mrs. 
Jeanette Thurber to New York to be the director of her 
foundation, the New York Conservatory of Music, with two 
briefs: one, to develop American musical talents, 
and, second, to establish a new ‘American’ music. 
Dvořák was chosen because of his infusion of 
recognizably Bohemian elements into classically 
styled works. Mrs Thurber hoped he could do 
something similar for emerging American music. 
In ‘Bohemianizing’ his music, Dvořák had includ-
ed whole movements in a national style, such as 
the Dumka and Furiant, or, on a smaller scale, fash-
ioned melodic and rhythmic turns of phrase after Bohe-
mian models. Part of Dvořák’s motivation had been to 
establish a distinct Bohemian music as opposed to the 
mainstream Germanic music exemplified by Brahms, which 
predominated in the Habsburg capital, Vienna. Much of 
the last part of the 19th century in the Habsburg lands had 
been the growing desire of regions to have their national 
identity, so the ‘Bohemianizing’ of music had become not 
just a stylistic venture, but a political one as well. In the 
1890s the Bohemians had succeeded in ensuring that their 
legislative assembly in Prague could conduct its business 
in Czech and German. This caused jubilation amongst 
Czechs and riots amongst the Germans in Vienna, but the 
nationalist surge was irresistible. It had been fuelled and 
articulated by literature, painting and music, which all 

sought to incorporate national identities into their works, 
as part of their rising search for independence. 

Thus, when Dvořák arrived in America he had a clear 
idea of how he could fulfill Mrs. Thurber’s ambitions. “The 

Americans expect great things of me. I am to show 
them the way into the Promised Land, the realm of 
a new, independent art, in short a national style 
of music!” … In pursuit of this Dvořák intended 
to use some elements of native, American music, 
taking down Indian songs from his holiday resort 
in Iowa and listening to ethnic rhythms. These 

found their way into several works, such as the 
String Quartet in F and the Violin Sonata in G; but 

their inclusion in the New World Symphony is ambigu-
ous. Early in the work’s life the composer claimed he had 
not used any American melodies except ones “embodying 
the peculiarities of Indian music.” Later on, he denied 
even this. Tell-tale signs remained, however, such as the 
presence of the ‘Scotch snap’ (two-notes, short followed 
by long) and the pentatonic scale. Even the supposed spir-
itual ‘Going Home’ was composed after the symphony and 
based on the slow movement. So, the question remains: 
how American is the New World Symphony? The answer is 
probably that, however many American elements Dvořák 
wanted to include, he ended up with a work that is as 
much Bohemian as American, and, more than that, highly 
original Dvořák. As such it speaks more “Prague” than 
“Vienna” or even ‘America’.

Johannesburg Festival Orchestra
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,  Dietrich Henschel – 
Baritone

,  Florian Uhlig – 
Piano

Song Recital
Sunday, 24 January, 6.00 p.m., Northwards House

A song recital around Goethe’s West-Eastern Divan
R. Schumann   From Myrthen Op.25

S Widmung (Rückert)
S Freisinn (Goethe)
S Zwei Lieder aus dem Schenkenbuch im Divan 
   (Goethe)
      „Sitz’ ich allein“
      „Setze mir nicht“
S Die Lotosblume (Heine)
S Talismane (Goethe)

H. Wolf   From the “Schenkenbuch”/West-Eastern Divan 
S Ob der Koran von Ewigkeit sei?
S So lang man nüchtern ist
S Sie haben wegen der Trunkenheit

  From the book “Suleika”/West-Eastern Divan
S Wie sollt’ ich heiter bleiben
S Wenn ich dein gedenke
S Locken, haltet mich gefangen

 I N T E R V A L

H. Wolf   Two songs after Byron
S Keine gleicht, von allen Schönen
S Sonne der Schlummerlosen

R. Schumann   From Myrthen Op.25
S Hochländers Abschied (Burns)
S Aus den hebräischen Gesängen (Byron)
S Zwei Venetianische Lieder (Moore)
      Leis’ rudern hier
      Wenn durch die Piazetta
S Hauptmanns Weib (Burns)
S Was will die einsame Träne (Heine)
S Aus den östlichen Rosen (Rückert) Florian Uhlig

3 German Lieder in the 19th century made the age-old 
union of words and music in song take a new direction. 
Composers sought to combine two worlds, poetry and mu-
sic, what Milton described as “sphere-born harmonious sis-
ters”, and, after Schubert, to make sure that neither of 
the arts predominated. In a sense, songs became a read-
ing of the words through music. The words were not just a 
peg on which to hang the music, nor were the words so 
dominant that the music was just an ‘accompaniment’. 
Some famous poems came to life through music. 

Robert Schumann (1810–1856) in his famous ‘Year of 
Songs’ (1840), as much as anyone before him, demon-
strated a new way that music and poetry could be united. 
In 1839 he seemed temporarily tired of writing piano mu-
sic, and determined to branch out to larger, and, as he 
termed them, nobler forms. His first stop was Lieder, of 
which he wrote over half of his output in 1840, the year 
in which he married Clara Wieck. In these songs he drew 
not only on German poetry, but on British (Burns, Thomas 
Moore, Byron) and Danish texts (Hans Christian Andersen) 
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in German translation. However, he was not content just 
to set the words elegantly, he sought in his music to eluci-
date, even comment, on the words. The music while set-
ting, even superficially imitating, the words was independ-
ent. In Schumann’s hands there was further enrichment of 
German Lieder. 

There are twenty-six songs in the collection entitled 
‘Myrthen’ op 25, which he completed in April 1840, and 
which he intended to present to his fiancée on the eve of 
their wedding. Schumann chose the words to be a wide- 
reaching anthology of attitudes to, and evocations of, 
love. The poems were chosen not so much in the abstract, 
but as generalizations to illuminate and explain his own 
wooing and winning of Clara. The first song, for instance, 
words by Rückert, is Schumann’s dedication to Clara. 
Burns’s “My heart is in the highlands” (Hochländers Ab-
schied) and “Mount your horse” (Hauptmanns Weib) are 
metaphors for Clara’s long absence and the fight she put 
up to marry Robert. Thomas Moore’s Irish Melodies were so 
popular in the 19th century that Byron wrote a counter-set 
of poems, Hebrew Melodies, both using a foreign idiom to 
display love in several ways. Moore depicts a lover, a 
lonely bachelor, wandering through Venetian piazzas, 
while Byron depicts King Saul longing for David to lift his 
melancholy. 

One fascinating book of verse that Schumann drew on 
in this collection was Goethe’s West-Östlicher Divan 
(West-East collection). To his great surprise Goethe discov-
ered a new lyric impulse after he had read a German trans-
lation of the 14th-century, Persian poet Hafiz in 1814. He 
wrote the poems between 1814–19 and divided the collec-
tion into twelve books, of which the eighth contains po-
ems to Suleika (a young woman) and the ninth songs to a 
Cup-Bearer (Schenkenbuch – songs mostly directed to a 
beautiful young man). The initial object of the Suleika 
poems was Goethe’s new inamorata, Marianne von 
Willemer. But Goethe distanced both these loves 
with abstractions and multiple allusions. Schu-
mann’s passion for the Suleika poems is obvious-
ly connected with his love for Clara. He could 
even transfer the homo-erotic element in the 
Schenkenbuch songs to being a metaphor for his 
new bride as, in the multi-layered poem “Setze 
mir nicht” (from the Cup-bearer in the West-Öst-
licher Divan) when the rebuke to the clumsy waiter 
morphs into the seductive invitation to the pretty boy, 
waiting in the doorway, to be the protagonist’s wine-
waiter in future. 

Hugo Wolf (1860–1903) turned to setting Goethe in his 
great song-burst of 1888–9, setting seventeen poems from 
the West-Östlicher Divan, of which ten come from the 
‘Suleika’ book, and five from the Schenkenbuch. Three 

from each are contained in today’s concert. No one had 
set these particular verses before. Apart from the erotic 
images that recur, another is wine, which is ironic given 
the prohibition of alcohol in Muslim countries. But Hafiz 

poems are frequently both sensuous themselves as 
well as invitations to enjoy the pleasures of life, 
such as wine and women. 

Goethe’s West-Östlicher Divan poems demon-
strate how much some early 19th century writers 
were inspired by worlds outside their own. Hafiz 
14th century Persian world spoke eloquently to 

the sixty-year old poet, Goethe, just as Goethe’s 
poems did to Wolf in the 1880s and Schumann in 

the 1840s. This was a marriage of worlds on common 
ground. Here geographical, ideological, musical and poetic 
‘spheres’ were merged.
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You, my soul, you, my heart,
You, my joy, O you, my grief,
You, the world in which I live,
You, the heaven to which I aspire,
O you, the grave where
I for ever laid my sorrow.

You are the rest, you are peace,
You were bestowed on me by heaven,
Because you love me, I find my own worth,
I see myself transfigured by your glance,
Lovingly you raise me up,
You, my good spirit, my better self.

Let me mount my saddle!
Stay in your houses, stay in your tents!
And I’ll ride happily to a place afar,
Above my cap only the stars.

He set the stars for you
As a guide to land or sea,
So that you can feast your eyes,
Always glancing to the skies.

I sit alone,
Where could it be better?
I drink my wine alone;
No one sets limits about me.
I have just my own thoughts.

Don’t set the tankard so roughly
In front of my nose, you rude fellow!
Whoever brings me my wine must be civil,
Or the fine grape will cloud in the glass.

Pretty lad, come here!
Why do you stand at the door?
Hereafter you shall pour out my wine,
For every wine should be choice and clear.

The Lotus flower fears
Before the suns splendour,
And with drooping head
She dreamily awaits the night.

Widmung (Rückert)

Du meine Seele, du mein Herz,
Du meine Wonn’, o du mein Schmerz,
Du meine Welt, in der ich lebe,
Mein Himmel du, darein ich schwebe,
O du mein Grab, in das hinab
Ich ewig meinen Kummer gab.

Du bist die Ruh, du bist der Frieden,
Du bist vom Himmel mir beschieden,
Dass du mich liebst, macht mich mir wert,
Dein Blick hat mich vor mir verklärt,
Du hebst dich liebend über mich,
Mein guter Geist, mein bess’res Ich!

Freisinn (Goethe)

Lasst mich nur auf meinem Sattel gelten!
Bleibt in euren Hütten, euren Zelten!
Und ich reite froh in alle Ferne,
Über meiner Mütze nur die Sterne.

Er hat euch die Gestirne gesetzt
Als Leiter zu Land und See,
Damit ihr euch daran ergetzt,
Stets blickend in die Höh.

Sitz’ ich allein (Goethe)

Sitz’ ich allein,
Wo kann ich besser sein?
Meinen Wein trink’ ich allein;
Niemand setzt mir Schranken,
Ich hab’ so meine eig’nen Gedanken.

Setze mir nicht (Goethe)

Setze mir nicht, du Grobian,
Mir den Krug so derb vor die Nase!
Wer mir Wein bringt, sehe mich freundlich an,
Sonst trübt sich der Eilfer im Glase!

Du zierlicher Knabe, du, komm’ herein!
Was stehst du denn da auf der Schwelle?
Du sollst mir künftig der Schenke sein,
Jeder Wein ist schmackhaft und helle.

Die Lotosblume (Heine)

Die Lotosblume ängstigt
Sich vor der Sonne Pracht,
Und mit gesenktem Haupte
Erwartet sie träumend die Nacht.
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The moon, he is her lover,
He wakes her with his light,
And to him she happily unveils
Her devoted flower-face.

She blooms and glows and shines
And stares mute in the heavens;
She exhales and weeps and trembles
With love and love’s pain.

God is of the east possess’d!
God is ruler of the west!
North and south alike, each land
Rests within His gentle hand.
He, the only righteous one,
Wills that right to each be done.
’Mongst His hundred titles, then,
Highest praised be this! Amen.
Error seeketh to deceive me,
Thou art able to retrieve me,
Both in action and in song
Keep my course from going wrong!

Can the Koran from Eternity be?
‘Tis worth not a thought.
Can the Koran a creation, then, be?
Of that, I know nought.
Yet that the book of all books it must be,
I believe, as a Mussulman ought.
That from Eternity wine, though, must be,
I ever have thought;
That ‘twas ordain’d, ere the Angels, to be,
As a truth may be taught.
Drinkers, however these matters may be,
Gaze on God’s face, fearing nought.

While one is sober,
Things ill may delight;
When one has drunken,
He knows what is right;
Only excess comes,
And quickly, ‘tis true;
O Hafiz, instruct me,
How seemed it to you?

Nor flies it too high,
The belief I maintain:
He that’s no drinker

Der Mond, der ist ihr Buhle,
Er weckt sie mit seinem Licht,
Und ihm entschleiert sie freundlich
Ihr frommes Blumengesicht.

Sie blüht und glüht und leuchtet,
Und starret stumm in die Höh’;
Sie duftet und weinet und zittert
Vor Liebe und Liebesweh.

Talismane (Goethe)

Gottes ist der Orient!
Gottes ist der Okzident!
Nord und südliches Gelände
Ruht im Frieden seiner Hände.
Er, der einzige Gerechte,
Will für jedermann das Rechte.
Sei von seinen hundert Namen
Dieser hochgelobet! Amen.
Mich verwirren will das Irren,
Doch du weißt mich zu entwirren,
Wenn ich wandle, wenn ich dichte,
Gib du meinem Weg die Richte!

Ob der Koran von Ewigkeit sei? (Goethe)

Ob der Koran von Ewigkeit sei,
Darnach frag’ ich nicht.
Ob der Koran geschaffen sei,
Das weiß ich nicht.
Dass er das Buch der Bücher sei,
Glaub ich aus Mosleminenpflicht.
Dass aber der Wein von Ewigkeit sei,
Daran zweifl’ ich nicht;
Oder dass er vor den Engeln geschaffen sei,
Ist vielleicht auch kein Gedicht.
Der Trinkende, wie es auch immer sei,
Blickt Gott frischer in’s Angesicht.

So lang man nüchtern ist (Goethe)

Solang man nüchtern ist,
Gefällt das Schlechte;
Wie man getrunken hat,
Weiß man das Rechte;
Nur ist das Übermaß
Auch gleich zu handen;
Hafis, o lehre mich,
Wie du’s verstanden!

Denn meine Meinung ist
Nicht übertrieben:
Wenn man nicht trinken kann,
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From love should refrain.
But, you drinkers, o’errate not
Yourselves on this score!
He that’s no lover
Should drink nevermore.

Ye’ve often, for our drunkenness
Blamed us in ev’ry way,
And, in abuse of drunkenness,
Enough can never say.
Men, overcome by drunkenness,
Are wont to lie till day;
And yet I find my drunkenness
All night-time make me stray.
For, oh! ‘tis Love’s sweet drunkenness
That maketh me its prey,
Which night and day, and day and night,
My heart must needs obey,
A heart that, in its drunkenness,
Pours forth full many a lay,
So that no trifling drunkenness
Can dare assert its sway.
Love, song, and wine’s sweet drunkenness,
By night-time and by day,
How god-like is the drunkenness
That maketh me its prey.

Banished from day, bereft of light,
How dwell in joyance still?
But now my wish it is to write.
To drink I have no will.

If to her side she drew me, speech
Was all unwonted then,
And as the tongue stood still with each,
So now stands still the pen.

Courage, dear cupbearer! Now pour
One glass, no word! No tone!
I say, “Remember,” nothing more,
And all I wish is known.

When I remember thee,
Saki straight questions me:
“Why so mute, Master dear?
Now that thy wisdom’s lore,
And gladly more and more
Thy cupbearer would hear.”

Soll man nicht lieben.
Doch sollt ihr Trinker euch
Nicht besser dünken!
Wenn man nicht lieben kann,
Soll man nicht trinken.

Sie haben wegen der Trunkenheit (Goethe)

Sie haben wegen der Trunkenheit
Vielfältig uns verklagt,
Und haben von uns’rer Trunkenheit
Lange nicht genug gesagt.
Gewöhnlich der Betrunkenheit
Erliegt man, bis es tagt;
Doch hat mich meine Betrunkenheit
In der Nacht umher gejagt.
Es ist die Liebestrunkenheit,
Die mich erbärmlich plagt,
Von Tag zu Nacht, von Nacht zu Tag,
In meinem Herzen zagt,
Dem Herzen, das in Trunkenheit
Der Lieder schwillt und ragt,
Dass keine nüchterne Trunkenheit
Sich gleich zu heben wagt.
Lieb’, Lied und Weinestrunkenheit,
Ob’s nachtet oder tagt,
Die göttlichste Betrunkenheit,
Die mich entzückt und plagt.

Wie sollt’ ich heiter bleiben (Goethe)

Wie sollt’ ich heiter bleiben,
Entfernt von Tag und Licht!
Nun aber will ich schreiben.
Und trinken mag ich nicht.

Wenn sie mich an sich lockte,
War Rede nicht im Brauch,
Und wie die Zunge stockte,
So stockt die Feder auch.

Nur zu! geliebter Schenke,
Den Becher fülle still!
Ich sage nur: „Gedenke!“,
Schon weiß man, was ich will.

Wenn ich dein gedenke (Goethe)

Wenn ich dein gedenke,
Fragt mich gleich der Schenke:
„Herr, warum so still?
Da von deinen Lehren
Immer weiter hören
Saki gerne will.“
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When I forget me,
Under the cypress-tree,
Small store sets he thereon;
Yet in my silent lair
I am as wise and ware
As was King Solomon.

Hold me, locks, securely caught
In the circle of her face!
Dear brown serpents, I have nought
To repay this act of grace.

Save a heart whose love ne’er dies,
Throbbing with aye-youthful glow;
For a raging Etna lies
‘Neath its veil of mist and snow.

Yonder mountain’s stately brow
Thou, like morning beams, dost shame,
Once again feels Hatem now
Spring’s soft breath and summer’s flame.

One more bumper! Fill the glass!
This last cup I pledge to thee!
By mine ashes if she pass,
“He consumed,” she’ll say, “for me.”

There be none of Beauty’s daughters
With a magic like Thee!
And like music on the waters
Is thy sweet voice to me.
When, as if its sound were causing
The charméd ocean’s pausing,
The waves lie still and gleaming,
And the lull’d winds seem dreaming,
And the midnight moon is weaving
Her bright chain o’er the deep,
Whose breast is gently heaving
As an infant’s asleep:
So the spirit bows before thee
To listen and adore thee;
With a full but soft emotion,
Like the swell of summer’s ocean.

Sun of the Sleepless! Melancholy star!
Whose tearful beam glows tremulously far,
That show’st the darkness thou canst not dispel,
How like art thou to Joy remembered well!
So gleams the past, the light of other days,

Wenn ich mich vergesse,
Unter der Zypresse,
Hält er nichts davon;
Und im stillen Kreise
Bin ich doch so weise,
Klug wie Salomon.

Locken, haltet mich gefangen (Goethe)

Locken, haltet mich gefangen
In dem Kreise des Gesichts!
Euch geliebten braunen Schlangen
Zu erwidern hab’ ich Nichts.

Nur dies Herz, es ist von Dauer,
Schwillt in jugendlichstem Flor;
Unter Schnee und Nebelschauer
Ras’t ein Ätna dir hervor.

Du beschämst wie Morgenröte
Jener Gipfel ernste Wand,
Und noch einmal fühlet Hatem
Frühlingshauch und Sommerbrand.

Schenke, her! Noch eine Flasche!
Diesen Becher bring’ ich ihr!
Findet sie ein Häufchen Asche,
Sagt sie: „Der verbrannte mir“.

Keine gleicht von allen Schönen (Byron)

Keine gleicht von allen Schönen,
Zauberhafte, dir!
Wie Musik auf Wassern tönen
Deine Worte mir.
Wenn das Meer vergisst zu rauschen,
Um entzückt zu lauschen,
Lichte Wellen leise schäumen,
Eingelullte Winde träumen,
Wann der Mond die Silberkette
Über Fluten spinnt,
Deren Brust im stillen Bette
Atmet wie ein Kind:
Also liegt mein Herz versunken,
Lauschend, wonnetrunken,
Sanft gewiegt und voll sich labend.
Wie des Meeres Sommerabend.

Sonne der Schlummerlosen (Byron)

Sonne der Schlummerlosen, bleicher Stern!
Wie Tränen zittern, schimmerst du von fern,
Du zeigst die Nacht, doch scheuchst sie nicht zurück,
Wie ähnlich bist du dem entschwundnen Glück,
Dem Licht vergangner Tage, das fortan nur leuchten,
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Which shines but warms not with its powerless rays.
A night-beam Sorrow watcheth to behold,
Distinct, but distant – clear – but, oh, how cold!

My heart’s in the Highlands,
My heart is not here,
My heart’s in the Highlands,
A-chasing the deer;
A-chasing the wild deer,
And following the roe,
My heart’s in the Highlands,
Wherever I go.

Farewell to the Highlands,
Farewell to the North,
The birth-place of valor,
The country of worth!
Wherever I wander,
Wherever I rove,
The hills of the Highlands
For ever I love.

Farewell to the mountains,
High-covered with snow,
Farewell to the straths,
And green valleys below,
Farewell to the forests,
And wild hanging woods,
Farewell to the torrents,
And loud-pouring floods!

My heart’s in the Highlands,
My heart is not here,
My heart’s in the Highlands,
A-chasing the deer;
A-chasing the wild deer,
And following the roe,
My heart’s in the Highlands,
Wherever I go.

My soul is dark! Oh! quickly string
The harp I yet can brook to hear,
And let thy gentle fingers fling
Its melting murmurs o’er mine ear.
If in this heart a hope be dear,
That sound shall charm it forth again,
If in these eyes there lurk a tear,
’Twill flow, and cease to burn my brain.

But bid the strain be wild and deep,
Nor let thy notes of joy be first!

Aber nimmer wärmen kann!
Die Trauer wacht, wie es durchs Dunkel wallt,
Deutlich doch fern, hell, aber o wie kalt!

Hochländers Abschied (Burns)

Mein Herz ist im Hochland,
Mein Herz ist nicht hier,
Mein Herz ist im Hochland,
Im Waldes Revier;
Dort jagt es den Hirsch,
Und verfolget das Reh,
Mein Herz ist im Hochland,
Wohin ich auch geh’.

Leb’ wohl, mein Hochland,
Mein heimischer Ort,
Die Wiege der Freiheit,
Des Mutes ist dort!
Wohin ich auch wandre,
Wo immer ich bin,
Auf die Berg’, auf die Berge
Zieht es mich hin.

Lebt wohl, ihr Berge,
Bedecket mit Schnee,
Lebt wohl, ihr Täler
Voll Blumen und Klee,
Lebt wohl, ihr Wälder,
Bemoostes Gestein,
Ihr stürzenden Bächlein
Im farbigen Schein!

Mein Herz ist im Hochland,
Mein Herz ist nicht hier,
Mein Herz ist im Hochland,
Im Waldes Revier;
Dort jagt es den Hirsch,
Und verfolget das Reh,
Mein Herz ist im Hochland,
Wohin ich auch geh’.

Aus den hebräischen Gesängen (Byron)

Mein Herz ist schwer! Auf! Von der Wand
Die Laute - nur sie allein mag ich noch hören,
Entlocke mit geschickter Hand
Ihr Töne, die das Herz betören.
Kann noch mein Herz ein Hoffen nähren,
Es zaubert diese Töne her,
Und birgt mein trocknes Auge Zähren,
Sie fließen, und mich brennt’s nicht mehr.

Nur tief sei, wild der Töne Fluß,
Und von der Freude weggekehret!
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I tell thee, minstrel, I must weep,
Or else this heavy heart will burst!
For it hath been by sorrow nursed,
And ached in sleepless silence long,
And now ’tis doomed to know the worst,
And break at once — or yield to song.

Row gently here,
My gondolier,
So softly wake the tide,
That not an ear
On earth, may hear,
But hers to whom we glide!
Had Heaven but tongues to speak, as well
As starry eyes to see,
Oh, think what tales ‘twould have to tell
Of wandering youths like me!

Now rest thee here,
My gondolier,
Hush, hush, for up I go,
To climb yon light
Balcony’s height,
While thou keep’st watch below!
Ah! Did we take for Heaven above
But half such pains as we
Take, day and night, for woman’s love,
What Angels we should be!

When thro’ the Piazzetta
Night breathes her cool air,
Then, dearest Ninetta,
I’ll come to thee there.
Beneath thy mask shrouded,
I’ll know thee afar,
As Love knows tho’ clouded
His own Evening Star.

In garb, then, resembling
Some gay gondolier,
I’ll whisper thee, trembling:
“Our bark, love, is near!
Now, now, while there hover
Those clouds o’er the moon,
‘Twill waft thee safe over
Yon silent lagoon!”

Ja, Sänger, dass ich weinen muß,
Sonst wird das schwere Herz verzehret!
Denn sieh! Von Kummer ward’s genähret,
Mit stummen Wachen trug es lang,
Und jetzt vom Äußersten belehret,
Da brech’ es oder heil im Sang.

Leis’ rudern hier (Moore)

Leis’ rudern hier,
Mein Gondolier,
Leis’, leis’!
Die Flut vom Ruder sprühn so leise.
Lass, dass sie uns nur
Vernimmt, zu der wir zieh’n!
O könnte, wie er schauen kann,
Der Himmel reden traun,
Er spräche vieles wohl von dem,
Was Nachts die Sterne schau’n!

Nun rasten hier,
Mein Gondolier,
Sacht, sacht!
Ins Boot die Ruder! Sacht!
Auf zum Balkone schwing’ ich mich,
Doch du hältst unten Wacht,
O wollten halb so eifrig nur
Dem Himmel wir uns weih’n,
Als schöner Weiber Diensten trau’n,
Wir könnten Engel sein! Sacht!

Wenn durch die Piazetta (Moore)

Wenn durch die Piazetta
Die Abendluft weht,
Dann weißt du, Ninetta,
Wer wartend hier steht.
Du weißt, wer trotz Schleier
Und Maske dich kennt,
Wie Amor die Venus
Am Nachtfirmament.

Ein Schifferkleid trag’ ich
Zur selbigen Zeit,
Und zitternd dir sag’ ich:
„Das Boot liegt bereit!
O komm, wo den Mond noch Wolken umzieh’n,
Lass durch die Lagunen,
Mein Leben, uns flieh’n!“
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O mount and go,
Mount and make you ready,
O mount and go,
And be the Captain’s lady.

When the drums do beat,
And the cannons rattle,
Thou shalt sit in state,
And see thy love in battle.

When the vanquish’d foe
Sues for peace and quiet,
To the shades we’ll go,
And in love enjoy it.

O mount and go,
Mount and make you ready,
O mount and go,
And be the Captain’s lady.

What means this lonely tear-drop
That blurs my troubled sight,
From olden times returning
Back to mine eyes to-night?

Its many glimmering sisters
Are vanished long ago,
In the night and the wind thy vanished
With all my joy and my woe.

And like the mists of evening
Did those blue stars depart,
That smiled all joys and sorrows
Into my trusting heart.

Alas! My love, too, melted
Like idle breath one day!
Oh lingering, lonely tear-drop,
Thou also fade away!

I send a greeting like the scent of roses,
I send it to her whose face is lovely as a rose.
I send a greeting like the caresses of spring,
I send it to eyes that are full of the light of spring.

From the storms of grief which rage through my heart,
I send you a breath - may its touch not be harsh!
Should you think of the one without joy,
Then would light enter his dark night skies.

Hauptmanns Weib (Burns)

Hoch zu Pferd!
Stahl auf zartem Leibe,
Helm und Schwert
Ziemen Hauptmanns Weibe.

Tönet Trommelschlag
Unter Pulverdampf,
Siehst du blut’gen Tag
Und dein Lieb im Kampf.

Schlagen wir den Feind,
Küssest du den Gatten,
Wohnst mit ihm vereint
In des Friedens Schatten.

Hoch zu Pferd!
Stahl auf zartem Leibe,
Helm und Schwert
Ziemen Hauptmanns Weibe.

Was will die einsame Träne (Heine)

Was will die einsame Träne?
Sie trübt mir ja den Blick.
Sie blieb aus alten Zeiten
In meinem Auge zurück.

Sie hatte viel leuchtende Schwestern,
Die alle zerflossen sind,
Mit meinen Qualen und Freuden
Zerflossen in Nacht und Wind.

Wie Nebel sind auch zerflossen
Die blauen Sternelein,
Die mir jene Freuden und Qualen
Gelächelt ins Herz hinein.

Ach, meine Liebe selber
Zerfloss wie eitel Hauch!
Du alte, einsame Träne,
Zerfließe jetzunder auch!

Aus den östlichen Rosen (Rückert)

Ich sende einen Gruß wie Duft der Rosen,
Ich send’ ihn an ein Rosenangesicht.
Ich sende einen Gruß wie Frühlingskosen,
Ich send’ ihn an ein Aug’ voll Frühlingslicht.

Aus Schmerzensstürmen, die mein Herz durchtosen,
Send’ ich den Hauch, dich unsanft rühr’ er nicht!
Wenn du gedenkest an den Freudelosen,
So wird der Himmel meiner Nächte licht.
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Mozart’s Anniversary Concert/
Symphony Concert II
Wednesday, 27 January, 8.00 p.m., Linder Auditorium

M.M. Moerane Fatse la heso
W.A. Mozart  Piano Concerto in D minor K 466

S Allegro
S Romance
S Allegro assai

 I N T E R V A L

F.H. Hartmann  Song of the Four Winds
A Threnody for Mezzo-Soprano, Baritone and 
Orchestra

  Dedication
I.  Movement: The burning wind of life’s torment

 II.  The bitter wind of lost love
S Brandvlei
S Theunissen
S Kalahari
S Tugela

 III.  The dark wind of longing
S Deserted grave in the Bushveld
S Johannesburg
S In the Amatolas

 IV.  The gentle wind of memories
S Genadendal
S Sir Lowry’s Pass
S Pilgrim’s Rest

 Epilogue

NB: The second half of this concert lasts approximately 70 mins

,  Elizabeth Frandsen – 
Mezzo-Soprano

,  Dietrich Henschel – 
Baritone

,  Florian Uhlig – 
Piano

,  Johannesburg Festival 
Orchestra, cond. 
Thomas Sanderling

3 Michael Mosoeu Moerane (1904–1980), choral con-
ductor, pianist and composer, taught music in various 
parts of the Transkei and Lesotho while studying through 
the University of South Africa, becoming the first black 
African to obtain a degree in music at a South African 
university. His symphonic poem Fatse la heso was submit-
ted as an exercise in composition in order to complete the 
requirements for his Bachelor of Music degree. Moerane 
studied by himself without tuition, except in the subject 
of composition, in which he was coached by F. H. Hart-
mann, then Professor of Music at Rhodes University, 
Grahamstown.

Two studio performances of Fatse la Heso (My Country) 
were given by the BBC Symphony Orchestra, conducted 
by Clifford Curzon, on 17 November 1944, for both the 

African Service and the Home Service. My Country was also 
performed in New York and Paris, under the direction of 
Dean Dixon.

According to the composer, in a note prefaced to the 
score, My Country is based on thematic material derived 
from freely-adapted African songs: a warrior’s song, a 
reaper’s song, a free transformation of a cradle-song and a 
hymn which supplies the harmonic structure.

Alison Gaylard

3 When Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) decided 
to settle in Vienna in 1781 he had to make a living, one 
of the most lucrative ways being to compose and perform 
piano concertos. Writing to his father in June he had ex-
claimed optimistically: “Vienna is the land of the klavier! 

Dietrich 
Henschel

Elizabeth FrandsenElizabeth Frandsen
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… my speciality is too popular not to enable me to sup-
port myself!” Between 1782 and 1786 he composed fif-
teen of his twenty-four original keyboard concertos; and in 
1782 he explained his winning formula to his father: 
“[the concerti should be] brilliant, pleasing to the ear, 
and natural, without being vapid. [They should include] 
passages from which the connoisseurs alone can derive 
satisfaction; but [which]…are written in such a way that 
the less learned cannot fail to be pleased, though without 
knowing why.” In short, these works, on which his popular 
reputation was to rest, and from which he would derive a 
good part of his income, had to please a diverse audience. 
Meanwhile, Mozart was consciously advancing his musical 
language, notably, at first, with the string quartets he 
dedicated to Haydn. Inevitably the seriousness and inno-
vation of these works began to filter into his more popular 
concerti, amongst which the most obviously infected are 
the two concerti in minor keys: K491 in C minor (1786) 
and K466 in D minor (1785). In the latter Mozart ex-
plored the minor key emotions he had reserved for works 
such as the D minor string quartet K421, the second of 
the ‘Haydn’ quartets from 1783. The first signs of this new 
emotionalism comes right at the start with the pulsating 
syncopations, and Don-Giovanni-like slides in the bass. 
Running violas, punctuated by an aggressive march, follow 
later. Vainly the piano, on entry, tries to calm this storm 
with a new, soft, plangent idea. But the piano for much of 
the movement is not the ally, but the antagonist of the 
orchestra whose raging impetus will not be stopped. The 
slow movement looks as though sunnier times are ahead 
as the piano enters alone with one of Mozart’s most win-
ning melodies; but in the middle, darker forces creep in 
with a dramatic section in G minor, which colours even the 
return of the opening music. The finale begins dramatical-
ly in the mood of the first movement and seems to follow 
its emotional path, but, after some explosive chords from 
the piano, Mozart relents and allows the audience to go 
home happier as the work ends triumphantly in D major. 
Audiences, however, are fickle and Mozart’s success with 
his piano concerti did not last beyond 1786 in the way it 
had from 1782. Only three more were composed, most 
likely indicating that the tide of success stimulated by his 
concerti had begun to ebb from 1787 onwards.

Roderick Swanston

3 Friedrich Hartmann (1900–1973) was born on January 
21, 1900 in Vienna, the son of a professor. In 1917 he 
volunteered for the army, and served in the Sachsen Dra-
goons and an artillery regiment. At the end of the First 
World War, he studied law at the University of Vienna and 
music at the Staatsakademie für Musik und darstellende 
Kunst. Hartmann took a doctorate in law in 1922, and in 

1925 passed the “Reifeprüfung” at the Academy in com-
position with distinction. In 1927 he was awarded the 
“Diplomprüfung” in composition, again with distinction. 
In 1951, he received the doctorate in music, his examiners 
being Prof. Westrup of Oxford University and Sir George 
Dyson. In 1924, Franz Schmidt had written of his pupil: 
“Dr. Hartmann is one of the greatest talents among my 
students in recent years; he has learnt everything which 
can be learned and justifies the great hope that in the 
not-too-distant future he will be spoken of to his honour 
and the fame of German music.” Joseph Marx also held 
Hartmann in high esteem, writing favorably of his Horn 
Concerto, as well as of his theoretical studies and organi-
zational skills. 

In Vienna Hartmann studied theory and composition 
with Marx, Felix Weingartner, Max Springer, and Schmidt, 
and conducting with Ferdinand Löwe, Dirk Fock, and Cle-
mens Kraus. He published and edited three books on music 
theory, harmony, and counterpoint in Vienna in the 1930s. 
From 1930 until 1938, he served as professor of music 
theory at the Academy and conductor of its string orches-
tra. On February 5, 1932, he founded the Wiener Kam-
merorchester, which he conducted until 1938. Hartmann 
was active as an Austrian Nationalist in the 1930s, a 
member of the Vaterländischen Front, and his wife, alto 
Anny Schwed, was claimed to be half-Jewish; therefore, 
after the Anschluss in 1938, Hartmann was fired from his 
position at the Academy despite a strong student protest. 
Plans to emigrate to the US failed to materialize. The fam-
ily managed to leave just in time in the summer of 1939 
for South Africa, where Hartmann was appointed a lecturer 
in music at Rhodes University in Grahamstown. He was 
quickly promoted to senior lecturer (1940) and full profes-
sor (1942). In 1954, he became the head of the music in-
stitute. While at Rhodes, he taught some of South Africa’s 
future leading composers – the black composer Michael 
Moerane (1909–1981, uncle of Thabo Mbeki) and Hubert 
Du Plessis. Moerane is the composer of Fatse la heso, also 
featured on the program. Hartmann became head of music 
at Wits University in Johannesburg in 1955. In 1960, he 
moved back to Vienna, where he became deputy head of 
the Musikhochschule. 

In the 1950s, Hartmann’s daughter and son-in-law be-
came involved in the anti-apartheid movement, and they 
were forced into exile in London. His granddaughter, who 
has given me access to Hartmann’s Nachlass, lives in 
England; she owns many of the primary sources for Hart-
mann’s writings, including his most important unpublished 
treatise, letters, concert programs and reviews, lectures 
and notes, which form the basis of my research. The re-
maining sources – mostly Hartmann’s unpublished scores 
– remain in South Africa in the University of Cape Town 
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Library. Unfortunately, a number of important pieces com-
posed in Vienna prior to his emigration seem to have been 
lost.

Hartmann’s major works include: the Song of the Four 
Winds, The Five-fold Tryst (a large-scale orchestral-sym-
phonic song-cycle), a Symphonic Concerto for Horn and 
Orchestra, Clarinet Concerto, The White Fan (a mime-
drama to a text by Hofmannsthal (composed with 
Hofmann thal’s consent), the Grahamstown Mass, a Suite 
for String Orchestra, and a Festival Prelude, all in manu-
script.

Immediately upon his arrival in South Africa in Sep-
tember 1939, Hartmann composed his own great song of 
thanksgiving, his Grahamstown Mass. The orchestration – 
like that of The Song of the Four Winds – is both remark-
able and masterful: this piece is scored 
for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Baritone 
solo voices, as well as “a speaking voice 
of baritone quality” in the Sanctus. 
Hartmann requests that the Speaker 
should not be seen by the audience and 
use a megaphone if necessary. The other 
forces required are a choir of boys’ or 
children’s voices in addition to standard 
choral SATB, string orchestra, a percus-
sion battery with no less than four play-
ers, and organ. The next large-scale 
piece was the Concerto for Clarinet in 
Bb, Trumpet, Strings, Percussion, and 
Two Pianos, completed in 1945. Hart-
mann’s last major works encompass the 
Song of the Four Winds, completed in 
1953 and Die Erscheinung des Todes 
(The Five-fold Tryst: Five Songs for 
Alto or Baritone, Flute, and Six Stringed Instruments), 
which also exists in an orchestral version. In the last 
twenty years, Hartmann seems to have focused his crea-
tive energies on an all-encompassing theoretical treatise, 
A Theory of Western Harmony – unpublished, like most of 
his music – which runs to over 1300 pages in both the 
original German and English translation. 

One of the many striking features of both The Song of 
the Four Winds and The Five-fold Tryst is their autobio-
graphical tone. The Song of the Four Winds bears the sub-
title “Threnody,” in other words, “a poem or song of 
mourning or lamentation.” There seems to be a concrete 
link to reality, to Hartmann’s own sense of exile and per-
sonal loss, and alienation in a new country and culture, 
but possibly also a beloved who had to be abandoned. 
Since the specifics of the personal narrative must remain 
private, they can only be fully described in the first, pure-
ly instrumental movement, which provides all of the mo-

tivic material for the subsequent songs. Ironically, like 
many Jewish émigré colleagues, Hartmann was persecuted 
by some in his adoptive country as “an enemy alien.” In 
Grahamstown, he was formally accused of stealing his own 
identity and of being a German spy, among other things. 
Erik Chisholm, head of the Department of Music at the 
University of Cape Town from the late 1940s to 1965, who 
knew Hartmann well and persuaded him to give his manu-
scripts to the University Library, wrote: “What, one may 
well ask, was all the rumpus about in the first place? … 
The answer is to be found in the consideration of the time 
and place of the event. Firstly, the British Empire was 
fighting for its very existence: war hysteria was rampant 
– every German, Austrian, and Italian appeared to the in-
flamed conscience of the Briton as an enemy agent bent 

upon Fifth Column activities … Be-
sides being a victim of the times, 
Hartmann was the object of malice, 
spite, and jealousy from several per-
sons in the educational world who, 
consciously or unconsciously, used the 
general atmosphere of hate for one 
born in enemy territory for their own 
ends. As Burkhardt said regarding the 
Italian Renaissance ‘In times of war 
to be accused is in itself a crime.’ … 
One can well imagine that during this 
unhappy period in the composer’s life 
his thoughts and emotions must have 
been exceedingly troubled and gloomy. 
An object of suspicion and contempt, 
constantly attacked by his enemies, 
hardly less happy in the rather mis-
guided loyalty of some friends.” 

As Chisholm further observed, “Hartmann’s technique is 
a logical extension of the Mahler-Bruckner-Reger-Pfitzner 
tradition. His technical equipment is masterly, and he pos-
sesses an individual style of his own in which emotion and 
intellect are happily balanced. As a technician Hartmann 
has no rival in South Africa, and few equals in Europe” 
(his teachers Marx and Schmidt, as well as Richard Strauss 
should be added to the list of influences). Resonances of 
Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde can – of course – be de-
tected in The Song of the Four Winds. But, in this inter-
textuality, the differences are even more striking than the 
resemblances. Additionally, it should be pointed out that 
there is a direct connection between Hartmann’s “ad-
vanced” harmonic language – a synthesis of tonal and 
post-tonal elements – and his extensive theoretical studies 
of twentieth-century harmony. 

 Hartmann himself, in the introduction to The Song of 
the Four Winds, writes “The work is a threnody, an elegy, 

Thomas 
Sanderling
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The Song of the Four Winds
A Threnody for Mezzo-Soprano, Baritone and Orchestra

Dedication

O, stainless spirit!
Too oft have I the peace of thy tranquil bosom invaded,
And of the poignant, unuttered anguish of living
All too much hast thou learnt from me.
Ah, forgive me, forgive!
For as the clouds disperse from the disk of the moon,
Must I go hence.
And thou wilt shine once more in tranquil beauty,
Thou radiant light.

I. Movement: The burning wind of life’s torment

II. Movement: The bitter wind of lost love

Brandvlei

O barb, why woundest thou thy lov’d one’s bosom,
O sword, why must my heart thy sharpness suffer?
I was the windharp that your spirit breathed on,
I was your nightingale that sang to please you.
My tears shall blind me in my bitter anguish
As birds are blinded that they may sing the sweeter.
I wince and quiver ‘neath your cruel fingers,
But love is water’d by the rain of sorrow.

Theunissen

The rain falls from the leaden skies,
The veils of darkness thicken fast,
Faint and yet fainter strike the sunlight-shafts.
Here in the hedgerow yesterday a rose I saw:
Give me your hand, and come!
And let us go and gather it:
We shall not see its like again.

Kalahari

Beloved! Should’st thou e’er be taken from me
I must go forward on my darkling road,
And gutter out, untended. My hand shall paint thee,
Conjure up thy image, thy likeness trace,
Thy lineaments recapture, and this thy picture
Shall comfort me in the sad solitude
To which thou hast condemned me.
Each loving, each beloved, - too well beloved!
If it be sin to love, I pray to God
That all such sins of mine be ne’er forgiv’n.

Tugela

The moon climbs upward, drawn by love’s enchantment,
To rest her head upon the lap of night.
A breath of wind shivers the shining glass of the waters
And their music faintly stirs.

a farewell to life. As the traveler paus-
es for a moment at the turn of the 
road to look back over the country he 
has traversed, as he conjures up once 
again an impression of the road he 
has covered, and takes a farewell of it 
before addressing himself to the 
stretch that still lies ahead, so as a 
man grows old he looks back upon his 
past life.” At the same time, Hart-
mann’s combination of texts by Aus-
trian and German poets and writers 
(Friedrich Hölderlin, Ricarda Huch, So-
phie Gasser) with German translations 
of Chinese and Arabic poems lends a 
compensating universality to the auto-
biographical experience, which is un-
derscored by a series of references to 
specific places in South Africa. The 

combined texts seem to refer to a 
lost beloved; for example, in the de-
scription of Johannesburg (the third 
movement, “The Dark Wind of Long-
ing”), the singer vainly seeks the 
loved one in the metropolis: “is 
there no single soul in all this 
throng, of all the multitudes that 
hurry by me, not one that has thine 
eyes, not one silk lips like thine?” 
But in the end, the protagonist-
become-pilgrim seems compelled to 
turn away definitively from the 
beloved and toward God to find the 
strength to undertake a final journey 
into the land of Death. 
Timothy L. Jackson, Ph.D., Profes-

sor of Music Theory, College of 

Music, University of North Texas
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O magic sound, mysterious, heav’nly concord,
When each soul is predestined for the other.
Alas, the harmonies that Heav’n itself intended
Become a discord in this sombre valley.

III: Movement: The dark wind of longing

Deserted grave in the Bushveld

O might I sleep, forgotten,
Beneath the earth’s red blanket,
Could you but live and savour
The happiness of living.

Protecting arms should save you
Harmless from all sorrow,
Your shining eyes should tell of
Your deep, serene contentment.

On summer evenings you’ll pass
The spot where I lie sleeping,
And know not that I lie there
And that ‘twas I that called you.

A distant lightning flash
Will stab the dim horizon.
You, sunk in twilight dreaming
Will rest where I am resting.

Johannesburg

With blank and alien gaze the City eyes me,
Indiff’rent streets and squares aloof and bare.
Thou art not here! A chilly rain is falling,
As though all hope of sun and spring were gone.

Why dost thou vanish, wraith-like, when I near thee?
Is there no single soul in all the throng,
Of all the multitudes that hurry by me
Not one that has thine eyes, not one with lips like 

thine?

I seek thee, heart-sick, tramping empty pavements.
Oh! for thy laughter now, thy well-loved voice!
Thou art not here. Cold falls the rain, and colder.
Thou art not here. Cold as their stones the streets.

In the Amatolas

Ah, ‘tis the dove’s sad plaint!
Her song salutes the sunrise,
In plangent echoes, from the sleeping woods.

She sings of mem’ries, and of vanished summers,
And by her sorrow-laden cadence wakens
A fount of sorrow, too, within my heart.

Oft did her mournful calling break my rest,
My lamentations haunt her slumber.
My sorrows, ah, she comprehends them not;

Her anguish is to me a deep unfathomed.
But that she suffers that I know right well,
And that I suffer, ah, that knows she too.

IV. Movement: The gentle wind of memories

Genadendal

What avails to sing the joy of living
When to live is torment, pain and anguish?
I will eat the bread of resignation,
Drink more deeply of oblivion’s waters.

Oh, for a grave, how cheap my life I’d barter.
There my love would watch like some tall cypress;
Flowers would burgeon ‘neath his spreading branches,
Greeting the sun, from out my dark eye-sockets.

Sir Lowry’s Pass

Shrouded by the twilight rise the mountains,
Like shreds of mem’ry half-recalled.

No longer mountains. Dream-things rather.
Fragments of long vanished mountain-masses.

Like distant tolling, which, once silenced,
Still can wake the heart’s clear echo.

Pilgrim’s Rest

The sun went down.
I waited here, how long!
Half-heard,
Like distant, stifled weeping,
The stream rustles the reed-beds,
Unseen.
Beside me,
Here in my hand,
Burn in the twilight
The scarlet blossoms.
They are dead.
You have forgotten.

Epilogue

(Louis Trichardt’s Prayer)

Lord, grant me strength!
That I may fight my fight,
Alone, but undaunted, till the night shall fall.
Let no unworthy weakness bend my will,
Nor no good fortune tempt to shameful ease.
Keep me from whining
When the awful quiet of evening comes,
And nought can comfort me.
To Thee alone be all my ways directed,
And from Thy radiance
Let my light be kindled.
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Directions:

Goethe-Institut Johannesburg

119 Jan Smuts Avenue
Off Newport Road
Parkwood 2193
Postal Adress:
Private Bag X18
Parkview 2122
Johannesburg, South Africa
phone: +27 11 4423232
fax +27 11 4423738
info@johannesburg.goethe.org
www.goethe.de/johannesburg

BY CAR:

119 Jan Smuts Avenue, corner Newport Road

FROM SOUTH:

Coming on the M1 from Newtown northbound towards 
N1/Pretoria/Sandton:

3  get off “Jan Smuts Ave” (Offramp No. 14)
3  turn left into Jan Smuts Ave (R 27)
3  follow Jan Smuts Ave for about 3 km northwards
3  pass the Zoo Lake on your left
3  then turn left into Newport Road (4th street on the 

left after Zoo Lake)
3  find the main entrance after approx. 50 meters on 

your left

FROM NORTH:

Coming on the M1 from Sandton/Pretoria southbound 
towards Johannesburg City Center:

3  get off “Glenhove Road” (Offramp No. 19)
3  turn right into Glenhove Road (R 20)
3  cross the Freeway (M1)
3  follow Glenhove Rd. for about 2 km
3  after having crossed Oxford Road, you pass the signs 

to Rosebank Mall on your right
3  keep going on straight
3  at the third robot turn left into Jan Smuts Ave (R 27)
3  pass the next robot and turn right into the second 

street after the robot (Newport Road)
3  find the main entrance after approx. 50 meters on 

your left

27 January 2010 9.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.

28 January 2010 9.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.

Goethe Institut Johannesburg

This year is seeing the introduction of a Symposium as a 
new element of the Johannesburg International Mozart 
Festival. The Symposium will present an informative and 
thought-provoking extension of the 16 music concerts – 
an opportunity to explore the context of “Musical Hemi-
spheres” as this year’s theme. The Symposium is special-
ly linked with the concert on 27 January at the Linder 
Auditorium, where works of double-exiled composer 
Friedrich Hartmann and South African composer Michael 
Moerane will be performed. The Music and Exile: North-
South Narratives Symposium explores the relationship 
between sound and place in South Africa and interna-
tionally. This is done from the perspective of scholars, 
performers and composers, and covers a wide variety of 
music, including Western art music, jazz, South African 
traditional and folk music.

The topic of exile is of great significance in South 
African and European music of the twentieth century, as 
the political situations of Apartheid and the Second 
World War (to name only two instances) caused many 
migrations. Exile is, however, not only limited to experi-
ences of political oppression: exile could be forced or 
voluntary (or combinations of both), as well as physical 
and/or spiritual. Composers or performers who have been 
forced to leave their countries are different to those who 
leave it voluntarily; musicians who use their music to 
migrate ‘inwards’ in their art are different to those who 
use it to remember the places they have left behind. 
Exile prompts categories like ‘Before the departure’; 
‘uprootment’, ‘flight’, ‘arrival’, ‘place’, ‘new beginnings’, 
‘nostalgia for home’ and ‘return’. Although these condi-
tions of exile are universal, and enable a geographically 
and historically wide-ranging discussion, exile can be 
seen as a topos of South African cultural, and specifi-
cally musical, production.

Some of the prominent presenters who will present 
papers at the symposium include Tim Jackson (University 
of North Texas), Michael Haas (Jewish Museum, Vienna) 
and Stephanus Muller (Stellenbosch University), Mokale 
Koapeng and David Coplan (University of the Witwa-
tersrand). There will also be discussions with composers 
and performers. Members of the public are welcome and 
attendance is free. To reserve a place please send an 
e-mail to dpt@johannesburg.goethe.org

SYMPOSIUM“MUSIC AND EXILE: NORTH-SOUTH NARRATIVES”
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Chamber Concert I
Thursday, 28 January, 8.00 p.m., Northwards House

W.A. Mozart  Serenade No. 13 in G major K 525 
(“Eine kleine Nachtmusik”)
S Allegro
S Romance: Andante
S Menuetto
S Rondo: Allegro

C. Nielsen  Fantasy Piece in G minor for clarinet and piano 
(1885)

  Two Fantasy Pieces Op.2 for oboe and piano
S Romanze
S Humoresque

R. Schumann  Fantasy Pieces Op.73 for clarinet and piano
S Zart und mit Ausdruck
S Lebhaft, leicht
S Rasch und mit Feuer

 I N T E R V A L

C. Nielsen  Serenata in vano for clarinet, bassoon, horn, cello 
and double bass F S 68

R. Schumann  Fantasy Pieces Op.12, arranged for violin and 
piano by Ludwig Abel
S Des Abends
S Aufschwung
S Warum?
S Grillen
S Fabel

  “Märchenerzählungen” Op.132 for clarinet, viola 
and piano
S Lebhaft, nicht zu schnell
S Lebhaft und sehr markiert
S Ruhiges Tempo, mit zartem Ausdruck
S Lebhaft, sehr markiert

,  Lone Madsen – 
Clarinet

,  Florian Uhlig – 
Piano 

,  Members of the 
Johannesburg 
Festival Orchestra:

,  Camelia Onea – 
Violin 1

,  Annake de Villiers – 
Violin 2

,  Valery Andreev – 
Viola

,  Carel Henn – 
Cello

,  Lodovico Gabanella – 
Double Bass

,  Tim Roberts – 
Oboe

,  Peter Amon – 
Horn

,  Paul Rodgers – 
Bassoon

 Lone Madsen
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3 The world of the serenade is diverse. Originally it indi-
cated a celebratory piece, or a wooing song often to gui-
tar accompaniment. Prominently in the mix was its per-
formance in the evening, or at night. By the 18th century 
it had acquired another manifestation: a multi-movement 
orchestral work. Often its character was like a symphony 
on holiday. Both Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) 
and his father composed many serenades usually for 
strings and wind, and in more than four movements. But 
in 1787 Mozart broke this mould and composed a small 
piece almost certainly for solo string quartet and double 
bass. Written while he was working on Don Giovanni, 
Eine kleine Nachtmusik has become one of Mo-
zart’s most famous works, more often than not 
performed with a full string orchestra. It is not 
known why Mozart wrote the serenade, a frus-
trating issue as Mozart seldom composed pieces 
without some occasion, especially ones for an 
unusual ensemble. And this is not the only mys-
tery about the piece. It is preserved in four move-
ments, but Mozart’s own catalogue shows it once had 
five, the first minuet and trio being missing. Like most of 
his serenades, Eine kleine Nachtmusik is filled with some 
of Mozart’s wittiest, touching and most light-hearted 
music. 

Carl Nielsen (1865–1931) approached his 1914 com-
mission for a chamber work in much the same spirit. In-
vited by members of Copenhagen’s Royal Theatre Orchestra 
for a short work that used some of the instruments in 
Beethoven’s Septet with which they were touring, Nielsen 
eagerly took up the challenge and composed his five-
minute Serenata in vano for a quintet of three winds and 
two strings. He left a description of the piece. “Serenata 
in vano is a humorous trifle … First the gentlemen play in 
a somewhat chivalric and showy manner to lure the fair 
one out onto the balcony, but she does not appear. Then 
they play in a slightly languorous strain (poco adagio), 
but that hasn’t any effect either. Since they have played 
in vain (in vano), they don’t care a straw and shuffle off 
home to the strains of the little final march, which they 
play for their own amusement.” As one can see, Nielsen 
preserved the element of wooing, evening, and light-heart-
edness that had been part of a Serenade’s identity for 
several centuries.

The world of the fantasy is much wider than the sere-
nade. Originally, the word meant simply something imag-
ined, but in the 16th century it came to refer to an instru-
mental work not based on a pre-existing melody, in which 
a composer could write a work as he pleased. By the 19th 
century it had come to refer mostly to pieces that had an 
individual form and often possessed a musical narrative of 
their own. Sometimes, however, the 19th century got closer 

to the original meaning and the term referred to the delib-
erate imaginativeness of the work. Nielsen’s term ‘fantasy’ 
for his two-movement work (Romance and Humoresque) 
op 2 for oboe and piano probably refers to the work not 
being a fully-fledged sonata. Composed in 1889, when the 
composer was twenty-four, chromatic harmony and elegant 
melodies of the two movements are still redolent of the 
world of Robert Schumann (1810–1856) and Mendelssohn 
transmitted to him by his teacher in Copenhagen, Niels 
Gade.

Schumann’s relation to the word ‘fantasy’ is more com-
plex. An avowed admirer of classical composers, he 

nonetheless wished all his music to distance itself 
from them in form and mood. Hovering in his 
early life between wanting to be a poet or a 
composer, and admiring the fantastical writings 
of Jean-Paul Richter and ETA Hoffmann, he often 
sought in his instrumental music to suggest 

worlds beyond the notes: sometimes almost liter-
ally, sometimes more elusively or suggestively. Late 

in his life he became concerned to write music that 
sprang from, and ‘spoke’ for, the intelligent middle classes 
from which he had come. This was the same audience for 
whom the Grimm brothers had explored the world of Ger-
man folk-tales, in part to stimulate a consciousness of 
their national heritage and through this a new idea of Ger-
manness. A by-product had been a new understanding of 
the psychological revelations that simple folk-tales could 
convey. Translating this spirit into his music, Schumann 
wrote, amongst many other works, his four-movement 
Märchenerzählungen (the telling of fairy-tales) in 1851 
for clarinet, viola and piano. All the Schumann hallmarks 
are there, a rapid ecstatic movement articulated by rapid 
imitations between the instruments, a march, a medita-
tion and an energetic finale. His Fantasiestücke op 73 
(1849) for clarinet and piano were composed in a similar 
vein, as were his Fantasiestücke, from twelve years earlier 
(1837) originally composed for piano in the 1830s. In 
both these sets Schumann pours into a clearly sectioned 
short movement a variety of musical textures, colours, 
melodies and rhythms. But as always, the world of the 
Fantasie, is suggestive of a private meditation or a sud-
den burst of energy from his interior world. The public and 
private sphere combined.
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Chamber Concert II
Friday, 29 January, 8.00 p.m., Northwards House

W.A. Mozart  Sonata in C major K 296
S Allegro vivace
S Andante sostenuto
S Rondo: Allegro

L.v. Beethoven  Sonata No. 5 in F major Op.24 (“Spring Sonata”)
S Allegro
S Adagio molto espressivo
S Scherzo: Allegro molto
S Rondo: Allegro ma non troppo

 I N T E R V A L

J. Marx  Sonata in D major (“Spring Sonata”)
S Allegro espressivo
S Allegretto (Im Serenadenton)
S Moderato

S. Prokofiev  Sonata in D minor Op.94a
S Moderato
S Scherzo: Presto
S Andante
S Allegro con brio

,  Lidia Baich – 
Violin

,  Matthias Fletzberger – 
Piano

3 The world of the violin sonata deviates interestingly 
from that of some other chamber forms. At first what 
would now be termed violin sonatas were published as 
“sonatas for piano with violin obbligato”, as though the 
violin part was a decoration of the piano part. One might 
even conceive a pianist emerging onto the stage with his 
‘accompanist’ the violinist in tow, roles which have been 
often been reversed these days. In fact, these titles 
were not borne out in practice. In the early stages 
the keyboard player often had the lion’s share of 
the musical argument, but this had changed by 
the end of the 18th century. From then, two 
equal partners share the musical argument be-
tween them. 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) com-
posed his C major violin sonata in Mannheim in 
March 1778, and published it as the second in a set of 
six dedicated to his piano-pupil Josepha Auernhammer. 
She was the daughter of Privy Court Councillor Serrarius in 
whose house Mozart had stayed in 1777–8. The sonatas 
may have been a thank-you-present, or, in addition, may 
have been another way in which Mozart could have curried 
enough favour to have been given a court appointment. 
We know that Mozart was keen to be employed in Mann-

heim because of the quantity and quality of the music-
making at the court. One aspect to consider about the 
sonata is how far it met these hidden agendas. A violin 
sonata was not a place to risk too much musical experi-
ment, but one to show off a composer’s imagination and 
facility in what was à la mode. As usual, the sonata has 
three movements with a rondo finale. 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827) was well 
under way with his piano sonatas by the time he 
composed his first set of three violin sonatas in 
1798. In 1800–1 he followed these up with two 
more, dedicating them to Moritz, Count Fries, 
their commissioner. Beethoven’s main composi-
tional problem was how to reconcile the innova-

tory advances he had made in his solo piano 
works with these new duos, and how to find musical 

material that suited both the piano and the violin. The 
issue is obvious from the start of the so-called ‘Spring’ so-
nata in F, as the violin enters with a flowing phrase over a 
typically pianistic broken-chord phrase. But when the in-
struments swap for the repeated presentation of the 
phrase, the pianist’s music lies less comfortably for the 
violin. Perhaps as a consequence, from then on, however, 
Beethoven does not often risk just swapping the same mu-
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sic between the instruments, except when he recapitulates 
the opening. As the movement gathers momentum he sep-
arates the musical material given to each instrument more 
and more. And in the end he makes a virtue of necessity, 
as the difference between the music allocated to each in-
strument, enhances their partnership in the musical argu-
ment, each being given a musical equivalent to balance 
what the other instrument has. This is seen even 
more obviously in the beautiful slow movement, 
where the piano has many more notes than the 
violin particularly in the left hand accompanying 
figure, which is less apt for the violin. But, be-
cause the violin can sustain its small number of 
notes amply balances the piano’s fuller textures. 
In his early works Beethoven loved rhythmic wit, 
as the sprightly counter-rhythms of the scherzo 
show: no need to separate the musical material as 
both sound as though they are chasing the same object, 
until they rush helter-skelter together in the trio. 

Joseph Marx (1882–1964) was born in Graz, Austria 
into a prosperous and musical family. At first he seemed 
destined to be a historian or a philosopher but as soon as 
he had gained a doctorate in these subjects in 1909 he 
turned to musical composition, much against his parents 

wishes, with whom he became estranged. Between 1908 
and 1912 he produced one hundred and twenty works, 
mostly songs (the genre on which his posthumous reputa-
tion mostly rests) and other vocal works. So admired did 
he become that in 1914 he was appointed Professor of 
Theory at the Vienna Academy eventually becoming its 
principal, a post he retained after the institution became 
the Hochschule für Musik. Marx composed two violin sona-
tas, the first in A major in 1914 as part of the great flux 
of early works, the second in D, the “Spring”, in 1945. 
Stylistically he belongs to the generation of composers 
who emerged in Vienna just before the First World War, but 
who for a long time dropped from sight with the musical 
world’s concentration on the more radical twelve-tone 
school. But, like his contemporaries Korngold, Schreker 
and others, his music is gradually becoming re-discovered 
and re-evaluated, as historians recognize these composers 
are as much representative of Vienna of the first 20th 
century decades as the dodecaphonists.

Sergei Prokofiev (1891–1953) began and ended his life 
in Russia, but in between he had a long period in Europe, 
and a shorter one in the United States. In youth, he was 
an ‘enfant terrible’ relishing the most avant-garde musical 
idioms, but, back in Russia, he mollified these to make an 
accommodation with Russia’s 19th century musical herit-
age. He identified a number of elements in his style, in 
which he included savagery, sarcasm, classical forms and 
lyricism. The latter two permeate the flute sonata he com-
posed in 1943, which he commuted into a violin and 
piano sonata the following year at the request of David 
Oistrach. Though this work dates from his Russian years, 
Prokofiev had been considering such a work from his Paris-
ian days in the 1930s. Yet in style it is typical of later 
Russian-accommodation period. Prokofiev asserted that 
the musical trigger for the piece had been a trio sonata by 

Handel, though this is hard to detect in the achingly 
beautiful first movement with its long, lyrical lines. 
Something of Prokofiev’s earlier sarcastic style lies 
somewhere in the witty second movement, 
though the harmony has little of the acidity of 
his earlier works. Instead, until the violin breaks 
off for another lyrical theme, the movement has 

a cat-and-mouse element. The third movement, 
andante, allows Prokofiev to explore the kind of 

touching lyricism that saturates such works as Romeo 
and Juliet. It is atmospheric and evocative, as well as 
tender. The finale seems like a movement borrowed from 
its near contemporary Peter and the Wolf. Somehow 
themes that begin traditionally have a disconcerting habit 
of going off in unexpected directions.

Matthias Fletzberger
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Symphony Concert III
Saturday, 30 January, 8.00 p.m., Linder Auditorium

E. Elgar  “Cockaigne” Overture Op.40 (“In London Town”)
G. Finzi Eclogue for piano and strings Op.10
E. Elgar Pomp and Circumstance March Op.39 No. 1

 I N T E R V A L

S. Rachmaninov  Symphony No. 2 in E minor Op.27
S Largo – Allegro moderato
S Allegro molto
S Adagio
S Finale: Allegro vivace

NB: The second half of this concert lasts approximately 60 mins

,  Malcolm Nay – 
Piano 

,  Imperial College 
Symphony Orchestra, 
cond. Richard Dickins

3 Most late 19th century nationalist composers were syn-
thesists, combining their national aspirations with more 
established forms and practices. Edward Elgar (1857–
1934) is no exception. Technically much influenced by 
Wagner, Schumann, Dvořák and Saint-Saëns, his heart lay 
elsewhere, in the hills of Western England. So he put 
whatever of these he wanted into a pot, added his own 
national ingredients and cooked up an entirely individual 
style. His 1901 Cockaigne concert-overture is just 
such a piece. Subtitled “In London Town” (Cockai-
gne being at the time a metaphor for debauch-
ery), it is an evocation of, and meditation on, 
the bustling capital of Great Britain. With his 
typical self-deprecating wit he described the work 
in several ways: “cheerful, Londony, stout, 
steaky, honest, healthy, humorous, but not vul-
gar”. It looked as though it was to project not so 
much London as the kind of Englishness Elgar would 
like to have embodied. But not far beneath the surface 
Cockaigne, like all Elgar’s music, betrays sensitivity, in-

sight, prankishness and a rich heart. Thus the opening 
flourish and following jaunty figure on oboes and clarinets 
are quickly offset by a nobilmente theme (London itself?) 
and a passage depicting lovers secluded in one of London’s 
parks. A witty episode intrudes, scherzando, evoking a 
street urchin, whose friends’ music is a parody of the no-
bilmente theme. Later, a disciplined military band, and a 
more ‘scratch’ band, pass before our eyes, by way of bells 
until the work ends with the music with which it began. 

Languishing in neglect for nearly half his life, Elgar was 
propelled to success in the wake of his Enigma Variations 
(1899) and Dream of Gerontius (1900). He composed the 
first of his Pomp and Circumstance Marches in 1901. At its 
first performance it was a great success and the tune of 
the trio became so popular that the future King Edward 
VII suggested it would make a suitable addition to his 
coronation. So A.C Benson was commissioned to add words 
– “Land of Hope and Glory” – to the great melody, with 
which it has been associated since. The title ‘Pomp and 
Circumstance’ originated in Shakespeare’s Othello – “Pride, 
pomp, and circumstance of glorious war”. There’s no es-

caping the triumphalism of the music and its empire-
laden tune. Proud to have written a great melody, 
eventually Elgar became tired of having to con-
duct it so often, especially during the First World 
War. But its spirit lies in an earlier British war in 
Southern Africa.

The opening of Gerald Finzi’s (1901–1956) se-
renely beautiful Eclogue reveals mix of modernity 

and a Bach-like use of a contrapuntal bass. Finzi 
originally intended it to be part of piano concerto in 

the 1930s, but did not complete this. Instead, he revised 
the Eclogue in 1952, but did not get to hear it performed 
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as it was not played until 1957, the year after his tragi-
cally early death. Eclogue is almost like a quiet dirge, a 
memorial, a pensive meditation. Its antique references 
peppered with modernity make it stand somewhere outside 
any age – in a sort of world of its own.

Sergei Rachmaninov (1873–1943) began his life in 
Russia but ended it in America. He began his advanced 
musical education in the 1880s in St Petersburg, moving 
to the Moscow Conservatoire in 1887. Crucial to his early 
musical development were the teaching he received from 
Nikolai Zverev, the historical concerts organized by Anton 
Rubinstein, and the music of Tchaikovsky. So much did he 
admire Tchaikovsky, and his music, that in 1893 (the year 
Tchaikovsky died) he composed his heartfelt Trio Elé-
giaque in his memory. The following year he composed his 
first symphony, which met with much critical disapproval, 
so he waited till 1906–7 to write his second. By this time, 
the various strands of his style were in place, and he was 
the master of their synthesis and exploitation. Like Tchai-
kovsky, he was passionately Russian in some respects, es-
pecially in mood, but less keen that this should upset the 
‘classical’ structures of his music. Moreover, by the late 
1880s most of the overtly innovative nationalist elements 
in Russian music had been subsumed by a counter-balanc-
ing pursuit of colourful orchestration, recognizable good 
form and innovative, but lush, chromatic harmony. Rach-
maninov’s masterful second symphony is a very good ex-
ample. It opens with a five-minute introduction, in which 
traces of the allegro main theme are anticipated. In the 
middle of the introduction Rachmaninov changes the tex-
ture of the music by introducing a sort of ‘antique’ idea on 
oboes and clarinets. But this is put aside in favour of a 
passionate counter-melody for strings. Finally, after a con-
siderable build up, the main fast section arrives, already 
heralded by these anticipations. After a while this is 
superseded by a ‘simple’ tune in G on woodwind, which 
quickly followed by the ‘big tune’ on violins. The narrative 
of the movement is sustained by the frequent variations 
on the idea heard at the beginning of the movement, and 
the rich harmonic palette always expecting to cadence. 
The second movement is much more overtly ‘Russian’ in its 
rhythmic drive and hints of modality. Even here, however, 
Rachmaninov contrives to invent another wonderfully 
haunting melody, quite reminiscent of the first movement. 
Up to now richly lyrical flowing tunes have had to be part 
of a wider musical argument. In the slow movement – 
Adagio – Rachmaninov makes no effort to hide his ability 
to spin a long, passionate melody into almost inordinate 
lengths, as the first of these opens the movement. The 
finale combines all the elements so far in a kind of Cos-
sack dance of a movement bringing the work to a glorious 
conclusion.

Malcolm Nay
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Piano Recital I
Sunday, 31 January, 6.00 p.m., Northwards House

M. Ravel   Spanish Rhapsody
S Prélude à la nuit
S Malagueña
S Habanera
S Feria

C. Debussy   Six Epigraphes Antiques
S Pour invoquer Pan, dieu du vent d’été
S Pour un tombeau sans nom
S Pour que la nuit soit propice
S Pour la danseuse aux crotales
S Pour L’Ègyptienne
S Pour remercier la pluie au matin

 I N T E R V A L

S. Rachmaninov  Six Morceaux Op.11
S Barcarolle
S Scherzo
S Thème russe
S Valse
S Romance
S Slava!

I. Stravinsky   Three Movements from Petroushka Suite
S Russian Dance
S Chez Pétrouchka
S The Shrove-Tide Fair

,  Nina Schumann 
& Luis Magalhães – 
Piano Duo

     Nina Schumann & Luis Magalhães
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3 There was a time when music for piano duet, and music 
for two pianos, was much more in vogue than today. Apart 
from the huge number of orchestral works arranged for 
duet to encourage, or enable, these works to become fa-
miliar, there was an enormous amount of music composed 
for four hands. Piano duets require skills different from 
those of being a piano soloist. Good ensemble, an excel-
lent ear for balance, keeping quiet when needed, and aim-
ing for being in sympathy with the other pianist are all 
essential. All these are to be enjoyed in good duo perform-
ances.

Maurice Ravel (1875–1937) was almost Spanish being 
born in the Basque area of Southern France on the borders 
of Spain. Yet, his Spanish world is as much an imaginary 
world as a real one. The glittering Iberianism, Rhapsodie 
espagnol, dates from the summer of 1907 when he com-
posed the four-movement work for piano four-hands. Later, 
he orchestrated it. The four movements are Prélude à la 
nuit, Malaguena, Habañera, Feria. In fact, the habañera 
appeared earlier as part of another work for piano four-
hands that Ravel had composed in 1895. The Prelude à la 
nuit builds its Spanish evocation with increasingly larger 
splashes of colour over a repeated descending set of four 
notes. The energetic evocation of the world of Malagan 
(Malaguena) music follows with sparkle and seduction. The 
habañera shifts the music to a sultry evening where the 
tune is always about to get going, but keeps stopping al-
most provocatively. The Feria evokes a wonderful, thrilling 
festival with rapid melodic phrases, glissandi and a sense 
that the music cannot help itself from dancing. Spain, for 
Ravel, was mysterious, festive, colourful and seductive.

Claude Debussy (1862–1918) composed his Six Epi-
graphes Antiques for piano duet in 1914, but the work is 
based on music he had written to accompany a reading of 
Pierre Louÿs’s Chansons de Bilitis in 1900–1. These exqui-
site gems mark the beginning of Debussy’s last style. Sug-
gestive, understated and allusive, they seem just right for 
evoking the composer’s picture of a lost, antique worlds, 
somehow elusively just out of reach. Right from the open-

ing, the almost ‘plainchant’ theme the music seems to 
reach back to evoke the kind of Greek world Keats had in 
dreamed up in his Ode on a Grecian Urn. This mood is 
continued in the funereal tombeau that follows, and the 
more glittering ‘Pour que la nuit soit propice’. The focus 
moves from Greece to Egypt in the moody ‘pour 
l’Egyptienne’ with its delicate arabesques. Finally, a more 
general picture of rain, or rather gratitude for its morning 
effect, enters. Even here Debussy uses allusions to the 
French organum style of nearly a thousand years earlier to 
suggest the freshness, even innocence, the morning 
shower. The work ends as enigmatically as it began.

Sergei Rachmaninov (1873–1943) composed his Six 
Pieces for Piano Duet in 1894, when he was twenty-one, 
avowedly to make some money. As such, they aimed to 
catch the Russian salon market. Rachmaninov never 
played them himself in public, and may have wished to 
distance himself from them, but from the perspective of 
over a hundred years later the pieces are as beautifully 
evocative of their imagined Russian world as Debussy’s are 
of his imagined ancient world. In both cases their sensual 
pianism is what is immediately striking. A dark, melan-
cholic Barcarolle opens the set with long phrases offset by 
rapid triplets. A cheeky Scherzo follows, which, at first, 
never quite makes up its mind where it is going. Then it 
pauses for moments of lyricism. The Russian Theme uses a 
Russian cliché, the mourning soul, for its pensiveness. 
Rachmaninov adored Tchaikovsky. The Valse, despite its 
frequent hesitations, seems like a sort of small-scale hom-
age. The Romance is thoughtful, while the final Slava uses 
the Russian theme familiar from Beethoven’s op 59 no 2, 
Mussorgsky’s Coronation of Boris theme and Rimsky-Korsa-
kov’s Overture on Russian Themes. 

Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971) never lost an opportunity 
to make use of music in different circumstances. Later in 
his life he slightly reworked pieces partly to make sure 
that he did not lose on copyright. He also arranged some 
of his large-scale works for smaller ensembles, such as the 
orchestral ballet music, Pulcinella, as Suite Italienne for 
violin and piano. Not wishing to lose the success of his 
early ballets, and to satisfy a request from the pianist Ar-
tur Rubinstein, in 1921 he arranged three movements from 
his 1911 ballet, Petrouchka: Danse Russe, Chez Petrouch-
ka and La semaine grasse (Shrovetide Fair). So far had 
Stravinsky’s style evolved between 1911 and 1921 that it 
is almost as though he was stretching back to another 
world to re-compose afresh these vivid evocations of sav-
age Russia. Though Rachmaninov was also trying to evoke 
an imaginary Russia, his is very different from Stravin-
sky’s, which is infused with the peasant arts and dances 
discovered and explored by Sergei Dyaghilev in his famous 
exhibitions of traditional rural Russia. 
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 “Rock me, Amadeus”
Symphony Concert IV
Monday, 1 February, 8.00 p.m., Linder Auditorium

W.A. Mozart  Symphony No. 5 in B flat major K 22 
S Allegro
S Andante
S Molto allegro

  Symphony No. 37 in G major K 444 
S Adagio maestoso – Allegro con spirito
S Andante sostenuto
S Allegro molto

 I N T E R V A L

W.A. Mozart  Violin Concerto No. 4 in D major K 218
S Allegro
S Andante cantabile
S Rondo: Andante grazioso – Allegro ma non troppo

J. Massenet  Meditation from Thais 
(arr. L. Baich for rock band and keyboard)

C. Saint-Saëns  Introduction et Rondo capriccioso Op.28 
(arr. D. Bronner for orchestra and rock band)
S Allegro malincolico
S Allegro ma non troppo

,  Lidia Baich – 
Violin

,  Imperial College 
Symphony Orchestra, 
cond. Richard Dickins

3 Superficial histories of music abound, and in many 
cases each new one is a paraphrase of its predecessors. It 
is sometimes difficult, therefore, to view historical works 
precisely and in the light of their own time. Haydn is of-
ten described as the father of the symphony, which he was 
not, nor Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) that of 
the piano concerto. Listeners’ view of what a symphony 
was in the 1760s and 1770s would be different from 
today’s, not least because the works of the com-
posers writing in the 1770s, would have to be 
heard without the knowledge that we have today 
of Mozart’s works of 1780s or Haydn’s of the 
1780s and 90s. All the works by Mozart in this 
concert are ‘early’ works, but only in that Mozart 
wrote them when young, and before the ‘later’ 
works. Early Mozart begat later Mozart, but while 
writing earlier works he was not thinking of later ones or 
different circumstances. His works are composed for a par-
ticular time and place, and his works of the 1770s have a 
distinctness of their own. To appreciate them one has to 
avoid listening to them as just a prelude to later works.

In the 1770s Mozart had several symphonic styles to 
choose from: that of Vienna and composers such as Monn, 

Gassmann and early Haydn, that of northern Germany and 
such composers as CPE Bach, that of Italy and such com-
posers as Sammartini, or that of Mannheim and such com-
posers as Stamitz father and son. Other composers that 
Mozart knew had chosen to mix their styles, notably JC 
Bach, who was working in London and who was the most 

potent influence on Mozart’s earliest symphonies. This is 
evident in Symphony no 5, which was composed not 

in London but the Hague in December 1765. It fol-
lows the Italian model in having only three move-
ments, there being no Minuet, and the scoring is 
for strings, two oboes and two horns and contin-
uo. But, like JC Bach, Mozart mingles elements 
from different sources which include a typical 

‘Mannheim’ crescendo following hard on the heels 
of the opening. Also, like JC Bach there is some the-

matic development, or rather repetition, in the persistent 
use of the little turn with which the first movement opens. 
The music has drive due, as much anything else, to its fre-
quent use of a dialogue between loud and soft phrases. 
The andante (slow movement) is another gem and a richly 
stocked example of mid-18th century pathos conjured up 
by the eloquent and simple accompaniments in Mozart’s 
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slow movements. The finale is a 
jaunty jig of a piece that barely 
lasts a minute and a half. 

Strictly speaking there is no 
Symphony 37 by Mozart as the 
slow introduction entitled ‘adagio 
maestoso’ is the only section by 
Mozart, the rest being by Joseph 
Haydn’s younger brother, Michael 
(1737–1806). In the summer of 
1783 Mozart was traveling back 
to Vienna and stopped off in 
Linz. He was prevailed upon to 
arrange a concert but found he 
had no symphony with him so 
composed the C major symphony, 
now called the ‘Linz’. But his con-
cert would have needed more 
than just this work so he proba-
bly included works by other com-
posers including this symphony 
by Michael Haydn. It was once 
thought possible this symphony 
might have been premiered in 
Linz in May 1783 in the same concert as Mozart’s own, 
much larger-scale, ‘Linz’ Symphony. But this is almost cer-
tainly not true. The story is more complex, as Mozart’s ver-
sion of Haydn’s differs in several respects from the surviv-
ing version. Did Mozart copy out an earlier version? We 
don’t know. What we do know is that Mozart re-scored 
some of Michael Haydn’s work, or knew it in a version that 
has not survived. Whatever the case for the various ver-
sion, what is certain is that Mozart added a slow introduc-
tion to Michael Haydn’s symphony. He would probably 
have been reluctant to do more as by 1783 his innova-
tions had moved a long way from Michael Haydn’s rather 
retrospective style, as can be judged by comparing ‘Sym-
phony 37’ with Symphony 36, the ‘Linz’. Even so, Mozart 
must have admired Michael Haydn’s work as his re-scoring 
dates from his fleeting visit to Linz in November 1783. 

In the end it would probably be true to say that what 
Breitkopf published in the 19th century as Mozart’s Sym-
phony 37 had more Mozart in it than just the opening, as 
recent scholarship has shown how much of Haydn’s charac-
teristic use of wind instruments, including a prominent 
bassoon solo in the second movement, Mozart removed.

Mozart’s fourth violin concerto stands in time between 
the two symphonies, dating from Salzburg, October 1775. 
Its stylistic adherence is mongrel as it alludes both to con-
temporary Mannheim and to Parisian styles, and may well 
have been composed with an eye on either as possible 
employers. Mozart also seems to have had in mind as 

models the concerti of the Ital-
ian Luigi Boccherini (1743–
1805). In Mozart’s day concerti 
were usually in three move-
ments with no firmly fixed pat-
tern for the form of any of the 
movements. Another important 
ingredient in Mozart’s concerti 
is opera, and there’s no mistak-
ing the ‘operatic’ lyricism of the 
gorgeous slow movement in A 
major. The first movement is 
the most like other later con-
certo movements both in its 
thematic organization and its 
march-like opening. The finale, 
which is the French style 
(hence the French title), has a 
number of sections in different 
tempi, and manages to weave 
both a Gavotte and Menuet into 
the musical narrative. The 
whole work is a delicious con-
coction.

Throughout the ages composers have re-visited earlier 
works to make new ones. What composers seemed to have 
found fascinating is how novelty could change a listener’s 
view of an old world, or how techniques and styles of past 
could renew more modern pieces. In many cases both nov-
elty and antique references need to be audible and held in 
balance. In almost all cases, however, the ‘modern take’ 
reveals more about the perception of the modern age than 
the older model. Tchaikovsky’s or Richard Strauss’s ‘Mozar-
tiana’, for instance, are only superficially Mozartian, and 
are arguably more interesting for the fact. So for Lidia 
Baich and the arranger David Bronner to ‘revisit’ Camille 
Saint-Saëns’s (1835–1921) Introduction and Rondo 
Capri ccioso and Jules Massenet’s (1842–1912) Medita-
tion from his opera Thaïs is nothing new. Saint-Saëns’s 
Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso was composed in the 
1860s for the virtuoso Sarasate. The narrative of the work 
is to start slow and reflectively, then get faster and ever 
more brilliant. Bronner has kept this outline, starting off 
close the original score. But as soon as he arrives at the 
‘rondo’ a rock-ensemble of drum-kit and two electric gui-
tars are added to the full orchestra. Saint-Saëns had 
adopted the Spanish habañera rhythm as the driving 
pulse, but in Bronner’s arrangement this is enhanced by 
the pounding, heavy rock-beat. This attempts to liven 
an old world of virtuosity with new kinds of excitement. 
Massenet’s Meditation required a quite different kind of 
treatment.

Lidia Baich
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Outreach and Development Concert I
Tuesday, 2 February, 10.00 a.m., Alexsan Kopano Community Centre

An educational concert for schoolchildren: 
music by W.A. Mozart and E. Elgar

Outreach and Development Concert II
Wednesday, 3 February, 9.30 & 11.00 a.m., Kopano Hall, Dobsonville

The Johannesburg Festival Orchestra in an exploration concert

This is part of Apollo Music Trust’s continuing work to bring music 
into the lives of young people throughout South Africa, supported by 
the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund

,  Imperial College 
Symphony Orchestra, 
cond. Richard Dickins

,  Johannesburg 
Festival Orchestra, 
cond. Richard Cock

Richard Cock

Richard Dickins
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,  Florian Uhlig – 
Piano

Piano Recital II
Thursday, 4 February, 8.00 p.m., Northwards House

W.A. Mozart   Sonata in F major K 280
S Allegro assai
S Adagio
S Presto

R. Schumann   Sonata in F minor Op.14 („Concert sans Orchestre“)
S Allegro brillante
S Quasi Variazioni. Andantino de Clara Wieck
S Prestissimo possibile

 I N T E R V A L

W.A. Mozart   Fantasy in C minor K 475
S Adagio
S Allegro
S Andantino
S Più Allegro
S Tempo I

R. Schumann  Fantasy in C major Op.17
S Durchaus phantastisch und leidenschaftlich 
   vorzutragen
S Mäßig. Durchaus energisch
S Langsam getragen. Durchweg leise zu halten

3 Sometimes people judge things not as they are, but by 
what they are supposed to be. It is so with sonatas. Wolf-
gang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) composed his three-
movement fortepiano sonata in Munich early in 1775. 
Coming from a time when ‘sonata-allegro-principle’ was an 
ill-defined pattern not known as any fixed form to Mozart 
or his contemporaries. It begins in F major with the inten-
tion of moving to C major, its dominant. This journey is 
articulated by a series of ideas, amongst which the first 
arrival on C is articulated by a variation of the opening 
idea in F. C is strengthened by more ideas in the key, with 
the section ending with an upward rising arpeggio on C 
over an Alberti bass. These themes are interspersed by var-
ious triple-based ideas. Having traveled to C major the 
main aim of the music is to return to F, but with enough 
manipulation and changes to the initial ideas to make a 
composition of a reasonable length. For the first move-
ment that was Mozart’s only technical intent. For the 
second he trod a similar path: the work is in two sections, 
the first being to go from F minor to A flat major, the 
second to return to F minor. But in this movement Mozart 
explored his growing skill in pathos and lyricism. The un-
derstated melancholy of the movement penetrates emo-

tionally deeper than the first movement might have im-
plied. The finale is an effervescent version of the same 
path (two halves – one from F major to C major, the 
second the reverse), full of cheek and wit. In the middle 
Mozart colours the bubbling mood with a mock-gruff 
excursion into G minor.

Mozart was famous as an improviser, and he premiered  
some of his piano concerti without the complete piano 
part being written down, an omission he naturally amend-
ed before publication. All of Mozart’s music, like that of 
many other composers, has an element of residual improv-
isation, of making the music narrative different each time. 
But, when Mozart was most keen to display this, he com-
posed Fantasias, which, like the earliest fantasias, was a 
title that implied the uniqueness of the work in hand. Mo-
zart composed his Fantasia in C minor while in Vienna in 
1785. It is one of his most serious and adventurous works. 
It has five sections identified by their tempi (adagio, 
allegro, andantino, più allegro and tempo primo). The 
surface of the opening music is very chromatic with a 
strong opening phrase answered by two chordal sighs, but 
the underlying progress of the music is held together by 
long lines, such as a descending chromatic scale over 
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which the different melodic phrases are superimposed. 
Mozart worried some of his contemporaries with his har-
monic experiments, particularly with his penchant for ar-
riving at surprising keys. This Fantasia could be described 
as the epitome of this trait. The allegro starts in A 
minor, but it is approached in the most circuitous 
way. The central andantino is in B flat, which is 
a surprising key given the overall C minor of the 
work. A dramatic più allegro, like storm-music 
from an opera, prepares us for the return to the 
final reprise. Strange keys are less a way of Mo-
zart shocking us, more a way of his exploring for 
himself how far he could stretch the logic of music, 
at any rate to the limits of his day. 

Pretty much all of Robert Schumann’s (1810–1856) 
music is a meeting of worlds: of the past meeting the 
present, of miniatures meeting what he called the ‘noble’ 
forms, of his personal life meeting the abstractions of mu-
sical form, of personal and private worlds being combined, 
and of musical imagination meeting formal order. In his 
day this caused many of his contemporaries great conster-
nation. Schumann was sometimes viewed as too radical.

By the time Schumann came to think of writing piano 
sonatas in the 1830s, much had happened to the sonata. 
Particularly in Beethoven’s hands, it had acquired a formal 
expansion, thematic complexity and emotional gravity not 
found in the 1770s. But in the process it had acquired a 
more often found thematic pattern in some of its move-
ments, and the status of being the ‘most important kind 
of instrumental work’ or as said as above, become a 
‘noble’ form. Schumann had precedents hanging over him, 
unlike Mozart who did not. But Schumann was ambivalent 
about these precedents and wanted both to pay homage 
to them while at the same time putting a distance be-
tween his music and theirs: to merge his world of imagina-
tive, poetic miniatures with the grand designs of the 
Beethovenian sonata. So even in sonatas he became less 
inclined to tread familiar formal or aesthetic paths. Writ-
ing a piano sonata for Schumann was inevitably going to 
be complex and innovative. His first effort was composed 
between 1833–5, his last, the current one in F minor, was 
originally conceived as a five-movement piano sonata, but 
was issued in September 1836 as a ‘Concert sans orches-
tre’, a title probably devised by the publisher to cover its 
unusually ferocious technical difficulties. But Schumann 
had already shorn the earlier sonata of both its scherzi 
and composed a new finale. In 1853 Schumann took 
another look at the sonata, greatly revised the first move-
ment, and restored one of the scherzi. This has remained 
its final and most often performed version, though the 
first, pre-‘Concert’ version has had its advocates, as has 
the 1836 ‘Concert version’. The only movement to remain 

constant to all versions is the set of variations on part of 
a theme of his inamorata, Clara Wieck, the daughter of his 
teacher, though even this has had amendments. Clara’s 
theme and its variations form the heart of the work, and 

provide another instance of the intermingling of pri-
vate fantasies and more public formality. 

Schumann’s Fantasy in C op 17 is about uncer-
tain about its identity as any work. It began life 
in Schumann’s mind as a Grand Sonata for Liszt 
(the dedicatee) to play as part of plans to raise 
money for the Beethoven memorial in Bonn. 

Quite soon the sonata morphed into being a freer 
work that combined the original Beethoven homage 

and a more personal programme. Schumann combined 
these two in his use of a four-bar quotation from 
Beethoven’s song-cycle “An die ferne Geliebte”. This is 
quoted in full at the end of the first movement, and in 
the first version of the work concluded the final move-
ment, though later his then wife, Clara Schumann, urged 
him to change it. While the theme, in almost its original 
form, is delayed till the end of the first movement, frag-
ments of it appear throughout the movement in most of 
the other themes. The quotation and its thematic manipu-
lation are part of the public homage to Beethoven. But 
another personal story in intertwined with it. The theme 
‘to the distant beloved’ provides a metaphor for Schu-
mann’s secret search for his ‘distant beloved’ (Clara, then 
forbidden him by her overbearing father). So the theme’s 
progress to its final format, also traces Schumann’s jour-
ney to the acquisition of his, at the time, secret love. In 
fact, Schumann was not so secret about the hidden mean-
ing of the work as he added a quotation from Friedrich 
Schlegel as a superscript: “Through all the sounds that 
sound / In the many-coloured dream of earth / A soft 
sound comes forth / For the one who listens in secret”. 
Despite the first movement bearing some resemblance to 
the overall structure Beethoven might have used for a so-
nata-allegro, Schumann takes pains to muddy the waters, 
with an elaborate performing instruction (“in a fantastic 
manner and driven ahead with passion”), and marking the 
middle section Im Legendenton – in the manner of a 
legend. Lastly, after an energetic middle movement, he 
concludes this wonderful Fantasie with one of his most 
moving slow movements, another break with the Beethove-
nian tradition. However much Schumann’s Fantasy op 17 
may have been intended to be a grand sonata Schumann 
could not help diverting it to contain many more personal 
elements than that: a true fantasy.
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,  Melodi Music 
Ensemble, 
dir. Nimrod Moloto

,  Mike Brewer

,  First prize winners 
violin and cello of 
UNISA International 
String Competition

Outreach and Development Concert III
Friday, 5 February, 8.00 p.m., St Mary’s School, Waverley

W.A. Mozart  Overture from “The Magic Flute”
F. Kreisler  Liebesfreud, Liebesleid
W.A. Mozart  Overture from “The Marriage of Figaro”
L.v. Beethoven  Coriolan Overture
S. Joplin   Two Scenes from Treemonisha

S The Cascades
S Maple Leaf Rag

African Traditional Songs to the “Drum Beat”

Outreach and Development Event IV
Saturday, 6 February, 2.00–5.00 p.m., St Mary’s School, Waverley

Kickstart your choir – a course for choir trainers with Mike Brewer, 
Director of the National Youth Choir of Great Britain, 
in association with CHORISA

Chamber Concert III
Saturday, 6 February, 8.00 p.m., Northwards House 

A spectacular evening of music-making with the violin and 
cello first prize winners of the UNISA International String 
Competition 2010

Melodi Music Ensemble
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Chamber Concert IV
Sunday, 7 February, 6.00 p.m., Linder Auditorium

A. Piazzolla  Buenos Aires Hora Cero
A. Vivaldi  The Four Seasons Op.8
  Spring

S Allegro
S Largo e pianissimo
S Allegro

  Summer
S Allegro ma non molto
S Adagio
S Presto

  Autumn
S Allegro
S Adagio molto
S Allegro

  Winter
S Allegro non molto
S Largo
S Allegro

 I N T E R V A L

A. Vivaldi  “La Notte”, Concerto for flute (arr. mandolin), 
strings and basso continuo in G minor Op.10 No. 2
S Largo
S Fantasmi. Presto
S Largo
S Presto
S Largo. “Il sonno”
S Allegro

A. Piazzolla  Estaciones Porteñas/The Four Seasons of 
Buenos Aires
S Verano
S Otoño
S Invierno
S Primavera

   Musicians from the 
West-Eastern Divan 
Orchestra:
,  Avi Avital – Mandolin 

Solo/Electric Guitar
,  Zohar Lerner – 

Solo Violin
,  Mariela Matathia – 

Violin
,  Asaf Maoz – Violin
,  Shay Gluk – Viola
,  Nassib Ahmadieh – 

Cello
,  Talia Schwarzwald – 

Double Bass

As guests:
,  Marcelo Nisinman – 

Bandoneon Solo
,  Florian Uhlig – 

Piano/Harpsichord

3 When one world takes on the cloak of another, fascinat-
ing results often ensue. Antonio Vivaldi’s (1678–1741) 
music is the embodiment of 18th century Venice. Vivacious, 
lyrical, and passionate, it was best summed up by the vis-
iting English musical historian Charles Burney as having 
“fire and fury”. Vivaldi composed his violin concerti op 8 
in 1723 incorporating them into a series of twelve in 1725 
under the title: “The contest between harmony and inven-
tion”. Like the contest in Schumann’s mind between sona-
ta and fantasy, Vivaldi wanted to offset the formal pattern 

of many of his concerti with freer flights of fantasy. While 
the tonal structures of the various ‘tutti’ sections of the 
movements follow for the most part the normal patterns, 
Vivaldi allowed his solo violinist’s music to follow his im-
aginative flights of fancy. Each of the concerti adheres to 
the normal three-movement pattern (fast-slow-fast), as 
well as also portraying aspects of the seasons, some more 
obviously than others. The sultriness of summer is released 
by a thunder storm. The cold of winter is offset by a pic-
ture, in the slow movement of the final concerto, of the 

Marcelo 
Nisinman
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rain drumming down on the roof of a house where cosy 
warmth prevails. Elsewhere dogs bark, birds call and the 
essence of each season is caught in this magical music. 

Around 1728 Vivaldi published a series of six concerti 
for flute, strings, bassoon and continuo op 10. The second 
in this set was ‘La Notte’. Stravinsky once declared that 
Vivaldi had composed the same concerto four hundred 
times. Luckily, these days, we know better as the enor-
mous variety of Vivaldi’s concerti has in recent years be-
come revealed in editions and recordings. Few of his con-
certi can be as unusual as ‘La Notte’. On paper it has five 
movements (largo – ‘fantasmi’ [in three sections] – presto 
– ‘il sonno’ [largo] – allegro), but aurally the first three 
to follow on from each other continuously to make one 
multi-sectioned movement. ‘Il Sonno’ is the slow move-
ment, and the last allegro the finale. The whole work is a 
thesaurus of different effects, no matter whether the solo 
part is played by flute or violin or, as tonight, on mando-
lin (a frequent Baroque interchange). The work opens with 
almost grunting chords, and ‘fantasmi’ begins with a 
vivid portrayal of nightmares. ‘Il Sonno’ is sleep 
and seems like a slow improvisation starting with 
a series of notes piled on one another to make a 
chord awaiting its resolution. Only in the finale 
does the concerto seem to be on more familiar 
Vivaldian ground, though even here there are so-
nic surprises.

Particularly in his fast movements, Vivaldi sacri-
ficed much harmonic and thematic subtlety to achieve 
the relentless drive of his concerti. Rhythmic energy 
seemed all. It was perhaps this, as much as anything else 
that attracted him to Astor Piazzolla (1921–1992). 

Piazzolla was an Argentinian composer who studied 
with his fellow-countryman, Alberto Ginastera, who in turn 
recommended Piazzolla go to study with the great French 
teacher, Nadia Boulanger, in Paris in 1954. Looking at his 
commendable piles of symphonies and sonatas she said 
she could find nothing distinctive in what she had been 
shown. But after closer examination she discovered his 
predilection for the tango, and declared with delight: “this 

is Piazzolla”. He promptly aban-
doned his derivative works and 
started composing a synthesis of 
many Euro pean ‘serious’ styles and 
his Argentinian dance-roots. He 
composed his Four Seasons between 
1964 and 1970, originally for violin, 
electric guitar, piano, bass and ban-
doneon (Piazzolla’s instrument), 
though it has been arranged for 
other ensembles since. Somehow, it 
is as though Piazzolla has taken 

Vivaldi’s Seasons, alluded to them and then turned them 
inside out. In the original version there is no solo violin, 
but some Baroque-style, violinistic figuration. Transferring 
Vivaldi’s Venetian Seasons to Buenos Aires, Piazzolla took 
note of the fact winter in the northern hemisphere coin-
cides with summer in the southern. So, for instance, 
Verano (spring) is the movement that alludes to Vivaldi’s 
Winter. But as in all the other movements the allusions to 
the Vivaldi are more glimpses than quotations. The open-
ing of Piazzolla’s Invierno (winter) is closer to the sultry 
way Vivaldi suggests the Veneto under the threat of a 
thunderstorm in the summer. Though from time to time 
Piazzolla employs a little Baroquery, it leaves a much less 
lasting impression than the seductive tango-rhythms and 
melodies that saturate this delicious work.

Place, sphere, lies at the heart also of the short work, 
Buenos Aires Hora Zero – Buenos Aires at midnight. It 
begins with the stalking, repetitive bass which permeates 
most of the work, and over which other music is woven. 

Initially mysterious chords and other effects peep out 
above the bass, but gradually these elements 
cohere to form a more continuous texture until 
about half-way through the lights seem to go on 
and the music sounds as though a wild party is 
about to start. But this is short-lived and the 
music reverts to its enigmatic opening despite 

one brief attempt to get back to the imagined 
festivities. This is music is as much suggestive of 

southern America as Vivaldi’s is of northern Italy.

Linder Auditorium
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This concert has been made possible solely through the 
generous support of the German Embassy in Pretoria. The 
musicians performing tonight are members of the West-
Eastern Divan and have been invited to play as individuals, 
independently of the orchestra. The Johannesburg Interna-
tional Mozart Festival does not have any affiliations with 
any religious or political 
groups in South Africa or 
abroad.
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Final Concert/Choral Concert
Tuesday, 9 February, 8.00 p.m., St Mary’s School, Waverley

 “Africa – America” – The Spiritual in Context

Works by Michael Tippett, Moses Hogan, Marshall Bartholomew, 
and others

M. Hogan (arr.) Ev’ry Time I Feel The Spirit
M. Bartholomew (arr.) Little Innocent Lamb
M. Tippett (arr.) By an’ by
J. Westbrook (arr.)   Were you there when they crucified my Lord
M. Bartholomew (arr.) Steal Away
M. Tippett (arr.) Steal Away
M. Sargent (arr.) Li’l David, play on yo’ harp
J. Halloran (arr.) Witness
M. Tippett (arr.) Deep River
G.T. Caldbeck (arr.) Peace, Perfect Peace
 Ukuthula
M. Hogan (arr.) The Battle of Jericho

NB: There is no interval in this concert

,  Chanticleer Singers, 
Solo: Lethu Mngoma,
dirs. Mike Brewer 
and Richard Cock

3 While there were spirituals, songs and hymns, from the 
northern regions of the United States, their most familiar 
manifestation is from the southern States and its black 
population. From the earliest times when white slavers im-
ported African workers they sent them to church, where 
they absorbed all sorts of hymnody including west-gallery 

music, revivalist tunes and many other songs. But, as 
these religious songs and hymns were taken up by the 
newly arrived (captured) African-Americans, they became 
changed and galvanized into a new genre of spiritual: Af-
rican-American spirituals. Before the abolition of slavery 
in 1865, slave-holders often did not allow their slaves any 
form of assembly outside church and forbade the use of 
dancing and drum-playing; but to forbid is to encourage, 

so, in secret, slaves met for outdoor, secret ‘camp meet-
ings’ where it became possible for them to express their 
sorrows, joys and longings in music, most of whose words 
grew from the Biblical images which they had heard in 
church, whose music derived from the hymns. While the 
rural cotton plantations were an important location for 
the development of the spirituals, they were not alone. In 
cities, revivalist meetings added fuel to the growing aural 
repertory. In some towns and plantations slaves invented 
a kind of heaven on earth which they termed ‘The Prom-
ised Land’ or ‘Sweet Canaan’, and which they imagined on 
the northern side of the Ohio River. Some songs were per-
mitted by slave holders to coordinate team-work, so-called 
chain-gang songs, hence the strong rhythm that is a fea-
ture of so many spirituals. Some slave holders even al-
lowed quieter and more reflective songs, thus laying the 
groundwork for the blues. One famous means of escape for 
slaves was the Underground Railroad, which could involve 
night-time flights, wading through water to put dogs off 
their scent or leaping onto passing trains. From these es-
capes emerged such songs as “Swing Low Sweet Chariot”, 
and “Go Down Moses”.

After the abolition of slavery in 1865 some hoped 
spirituals would be left behind with their chains; but their 
roots had gone too deep, and their link with other religious 
revivalist movements, churches and music proved too 
strong. This inevitably led to a resurgence in the 1890s. 

 Chanticleer Singers

Mike Brewer

Richard Cock
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Ev’ry Time I Feel The Spirit

Ev’ry time I feel the Spirit moving in my heart, I will 
pray.

On the mountain, my Lord spoke, out His mouth came 
fire and smoke.

Down in the valley on my knees, asked my Lord have 
mercy please.

Jordan river, chilly and cold, chills the body, not the 
soul.

All around me looked so fine, asked the Lord if all was 
mine.

Ain’t but one train on the track, runs to heaven and 
right back.

St Peter waitin’ at the gate said, come on sinner, don’t 
be late.

Ev’ry time I feel the Spirit moving in my heart, I will 
pray.

Little Innocent Lamb

Little Lamb, little Lamb, little innocent Lamb.
I’m a-gonna serve God till I die.

Hypocrite, hypocrite, tell you what he do,
He’ll talk about me and he’ll talk about you.

Debbil, he’s got a slippery shoe,
Now if you don’t mind, he gonna slip it on you.

‚Cause dere ain’ no dyin’ ober dere, in dat hebbenly lan’,
Dere’ll be joy! Joy! Joy! 

Jes’ take one brick from Satan’s wall,
Satan’s wall gonna tumble an’ fall.

Little Lamb, little Lamb, little innocent Lamb,
I’m a-gonna serve God till I die,
Cause dere ain’ no dying ober dere, in dat hebbenly lan’
Dere’ll be joy! Joy! Joy!

By an’ by

O by an’ by, I’m gonna lay down my heavy load.

I know my robe’s gonna fit me well,
I’ve tried it on at the gates of Hell.

Hell is deep an’ a dark despair,
O stop poor sinner an’ don’ go there.

O by an’ by, I’m gonna lay down my heavy load. 

Were you there when they crucified my Lord

Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Oh, sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, 

tremble;
Were you there when they crucified my Lord?

Were you there when they nailed Him to the tree?

Were you there when they laid Him in the tomb?

Were you there when God raised Him from the dead?

From then their arrangement for choral ensembles spread 
them far wider than just the original black churches. In-
deed, in the mid-1920s they became part of a growing 
sense of pride in black history and culture, coincident with 
the increasing development of jazz. The combination of jazz 
and spirituals resulted in the blues. Alongside these came 
Gospel songs (overtly Bible based) and Christian songs com-
posed in imitation by such writers as Thomas A. Dorsey. 
Black singers, such as Paul Robeson, also drew on the spir-
itual repertoire for some of their most moving performances. 

The journey from secret ‘camp meetings’ to widespread 
performances by choirs and singers all over the world has 
not been a long one, but it has imprinted spirituals on the 
consciousness of almost all the world, as embodiments of 
emotional depictions of the human condition, and, in 
many cases, cries for freedom. Songs as “Nobody knows 
the trouble I’ve seen” or “Deep River” have become sym-
bols of oppression and hope that have spread far beyond 
their southern American origin. 

Some composers have incorporated spirituals in their 
works. One of the most prominent in the 20th century was 
Michael Tippett (1905–1998), who wanted to find spiri-
tual songs that had a similar resonance for his war-time 
(1939–41) oratorio “A Child of Our Time” that Bach’s cho-
rales had for his in his Passions and Cantatas. In America 
Aaron Copland and Morton Gould have used spirituals. 
Some composers have become celebrated for their arrange-
ments of spirituals, such as Moses Hogan (1957–2003) 
and Yale University’s Marshall Bartholomew (1885–1978). 

Spirituals have moved from the time, circumstances and 
place from which they emerged. To lose sight of these 
would rob them of some of the richness of their signifi-
cance, but they are no longer the preserve of one culture 
in one place, but have become the property of all mankind 
and thus have moved from one sphere to all spheres.
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Steal Away

Steal away, steal away, steal away to Jesus.
Steal away, steal away home. I ain’ got long to stay 

here.

My Lord He calls me, He calls me by the thunder,
The trumpet sounds within-a my soul.
I ain’ got long to stay here.

Green trees a-bendin’, poor sinner stands a-tremblin’,
I ain’ got long to stay here!

Li’l David, play on yo’ harp

Li’l David, play on yo’ harp, Hallelu, Hallelu,
Li’l David, play on yo’ harp, Hallelu.

David was a shepherd boy,
He killed Golia’ an’ shout’ fo’ joy. 

Joshua was de son of Nun,
He nebber would quit till his work was done. 

Witness

Who’ll be a witness for my Lord?

Oh, I’ll be a witness for my Lord!

There was a man of the Pharisees, 
His name was Nicodemus and he didn’t believe.
The same came to Christ by night,
Wanted to be taught out of human sight.
Nicodemus was a man who desired to know
How a man can be born when he is old.
Christ told Nicodemus as a friend:
„Man, you must be born again.“
He said, „Marvel not, if you want to be wise,
Repent, believe and be baptised.“

You read about Samson, from his birth
He was the strongest man that ever lived on earth.
Way back yonder in ancient times
He killed ten thousand of the Philistines.
Then old Samson went a-wand’rin’ about,
Samson’s strength was never found out.
‚Til his wife sat upon his knee.
„Tell me where your strength lies, if you please!’
Well, old Samson’s wife, she talk so fair,
Samson said, „Cut off-a my hair!
Shave my head just as clean as your han’,
And my strength will ‚come like a natural man.“

Samson was a witness for my Lord.
There’s another witness for my Lord!
My soul is a witness for my Lord!

Deep River

Deep river, my home is over Jordan.
Deep river, Lord, I want to cross over into camp ground.

Oh chillun! Oh don’ you wanna go to that gospel feast?
That Promised land where all is peace!
Walk into heaven, and take my seat,
And cast my crown at Jesus’ feet.
Lord I want to cross over into camp ground.

Peace, Perfect Peace

Peace, perfect peace, in this dark world of sin?
The blood of Jesus whispers peace within.

Ukuthula

Ukuthula, Kulomhlaba wezono.
Alleluia!
iGazi likaJesu linyenyez’ ukuthula.

Usindiso  Redemption
Ukubonga  Praise
Ukukholwa  Faith
Ukunqoba  Victory
Induduzo  Comfort

The Battle of Jericho

Joshua fit the Battle of Jericho and the walls come 
tumbalin’ down.

Talk about your kings of Gideon, talk about your men of 
Saul,

But none like good old Joshua at the battle of Jericho.

Right up to the walls of Jericho he marched with spear 
in hand.

„Go blow that ram-horn!“, Joshua cried,
„Cause the battle am in my hand.“
Then the lamb, ram, sheep-horns begin to blow,
And the trumpet begins to sound.
Joshua commanded the children to shout and the walls 

came tumbalin’ down. 

Joshua fit the Battle of Jericho, and the walls come 
a-tumbalin’ down!
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Soloists

Lidia Baich
Violin

Lidia Baich is re-
garded as one of the 
most extraordinary 
young violinists of the 
international concert 
scene of today. She 
was born in St. Peters-
burg; her mother is 
from a family of well known Russian musicians and her father 
is an Austrian cellist. 

At the age of just four, Lidia insisted on learning the vio-
lin. Her grandfather, at the time concertmaster of the Mari-
insky Orchestra, had a sixteenth violin custom built for her 
and became her first teacher. Since 1990, Lidia has been 
studying with the world famous violin teacher Prof. Boris 
Kuschnir at the Vienna Conservatory.

She won her first international competition at the age of 
eight. After an impressive series of other first prizes at both 
national and international competitions, Lidia finally won 
the 1998 Grand Prix d’Eurovision with an outstanding per-
formance of the 5th Concerto by Vieuxtemps. Lord Yehudi 
Menuhin, head of the international jury, presented her with 
the title of “European Musician of the Year.”

In the following years, she received invitations from all 
major concert halls in Europe, performing concerto repertoire 
as well as recitals. She performed both at the Musikverein 
and the Konzerthaus in Vienna, the Warsaw, Moscow and St 
Petersburg Philharmonic Halls, the Mozarteum Salzburg, the 
Alte Oper Frankfurt, the Concertgebouw Amsterdam, as well 
as in Prague, Munich, Rome, Milano, and many other Euro-
pean cities. Various concert tours have taken her to Japan, 
China, Korea, Israel, South Africa, USA, Argentina and Brazil. 
In 2006, she gave her debut at the Salzburg Festival.

Among many others Lidia Baich has performed with the 
New York Philharmonic conducted by Lorin Maazel, the Con-
certverein Vienna conducted by Vladimir Fedoseyev, the St. 
Petersburg Philharmonic conducted by Yuri Temirkanov, the 
Vienna Symphony Orchestra conducted by Jukka-Pekka Sar-
aste, the RSO Vienna conducted by Ralf Weikert, the Taipei 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Rudolf Barshai and the 
Dutch Philharmonic conducted by Yakov Kreizberg, as well as 
with the Camerata Salzburg, the Orchestre National de 
France, the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra, the Tokyo 
Philharmonic Orchestra, the NHK Symphonic Orchestra Tokyo 
and the Buenos Aires Philharmonic Orchestra. 

She also enjoys chamber music, performing regularly with 
pianists Richard Hyung-Ki Joo, Matthias Fletzberger and Luca 
Monti.

Within a few days, Lidia Baich performed two concerts in 
St. Petersburg, both with the Philharmonic Orchestra, as well 
as with legendary rock & roll band Deep Purple, demonstrat-
ing her remarkable musical versatility. Lorin Maazel invited 
her to join star tenor Andrea Bocelli on his world tour in 
2002. Lidia performed along his side at the Wembley Arena 
in London, at the Bercy Paris, as well as at a number of 
other major stadiums on both sides of the Atlantic. The year 

after she was part of the ten year anniversary „Pavarotti and 
Friends“ in Modena.

In 2008 Lidia performed and presented the opening of the 
Wiener Festwochen, broadcast on live TV throughout Europe. 
Her debut album with Deutsche Grammophon/Universal was 
released recently. She plays a violin by Joseph Guarnerius del 
Gesú “ex Guilet” from 1727, on loan from the National Bank 
of Austria.

Lidia’s hobbies include painting, falconry and natural 
sciences. She supports a number of organisations dedicated 
to the protection of the environment.

Matthias Fletzberger
Piano

Born in Vienna, the musical talent of Matthias Fletzberger 
was discovered as early as at the age of 5, when he was ac-
cepted as a student of the University of Music in Vienna. 
Aged 12 he won the first prize at the Austrian Youth Compe-
tition “Jugend musiziert”. On the grounds of his outstanding 
pianistic abilities he was accepted to the concert class of 
Hans Graf in the same year, where he obtained his diploma 
with special distinction.

At the same time he completed his musical education in 
Russia (Tatjana Nikolajewa), France (Jacques Rouvier, Nicole 

Henriot-Schweitzer) and America 
(Leon Fleisher). He also worked reg-
ularly with outstanding artists, such 
as Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Renata Te-
baldi, Issac Stern, Yehudi Menuhin, 
Maurice Gendron and Gérard Souzay.

Matthias Fletzberger won top priz-
es at international piano competi-
tions, including the “Busoni” (Bol-
zano 1984 – Silver Medal), 
“Rubinstein” (Tel Aviv 1986 – Gold 
Medal), and “Bösendorfer” (Vienna 

1988 – First Prize) competitions. As a result, his career took 
him to all continents: as recitalist, as soloist with major or-
chestras (Israel Philharmonic, Orquestra National d’Espagna, 
etc.), collaborating with conductors like Ferdinand Leitner, 
Carl Melles, Jesus-Lopez Cobos, and as chamber music 
pianist and accompanist of renowned singers.

By recommendation of Rolf Liebermann – the legendary In-
tendant of the opera houses in Hamburg and Paris – Fletz-
berger started a second career as an opera conductor. Within 
a short period of time he acquired a huge repertoire as as-
sistant conductor in Salzburg (”Figaro“ with Peter Ustinov), 
at the Prague State Opera, as musical director of opera pro-
ductions at the Vienna Festival (“The Magic Flute”, 1991; “La 
belle Héléne”, 1993) and as conductor at the Stadttheater 
St. Gallen (Switzerland) until 2000.

Following several years as general manager of the Sofien-
säle – Vienna’s oldest and largest venue for cultural events 
– where he presented a broadly varied programme of opera, 
musical and theatre presentations, as well as galas, parties 
and clubbing events he now returns to the classical music 
scene as a pianist. 
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Elizabeth Frandsen
Mezzo-Soprano

Since 1991, Elizabeth Frandsen has performed as a soloist 
in various opera, oratorio, lieder, musical theatre and choral 
works here and overseas, including Pamina in ‘Die Zauber-
flöte’, Mimi in ‘La Boheme’ and Violetta in ‘La Traviata’, so-
prano and alto parts for the Rossini and Pergolesi ‘Stabat 
Mater’, and the Handel-Masote ‘Southern African Messiah’ 
amongst others.

In 1998, Elizabeth was invited to 
attend a two year course at the In-
ternational Opera Studio in Zürich. 
Notable performances include Mad-
ame Cortese in Rossini’s ‘Il Viaggio a 
Reims’ and Schwartzhilde in Pfitzn-
er’s ‘Die Rose vom Liebesgarten’ 
under Franz Welser-Möst at the 
Opernhaus in Zürich.

In 2004, she was Madame Giry in 
‘The Phantom of the Opera’ for the 
Really Useful Group and then toured 

to Nuremberg and Oslo with the Cape Town Opera production 
of ‘Showboat’. She has sung Handel’s ‘Messiah’, Rossini’s 
‘Petite Messe Solenelle’, Mozart’s ‘Requiem’ and Vivaldi’s 
‘Gloria’ with the Cape Philharmonia Choir.

She has also performed various lieder recitals for the CT 
Songmakers Guild, including Mahler’s ‘Des Knaben Wunder-
horn’, and various Schubert and Schumann lieder. She sang 
the Alto solo in Verdi’s ‘Messe da Requiem’ in 2007 and 
Beethoven’s ‘Missa Solemnis’ in 2008, with the NAC Choir 
and the CPO in Cape Town. 

In January 2009, she performed in the Richard Wagner 
Society’s Production of Rossini’s La Scala di Seta. She also 
specialises in Baroque works and has performed many Handel 
and Vivaldi solo voice cantatas etc. with the Camerata Tinta 
Barocca in Cape Town.

In October 2009, Elizabeth performed the lead role of 
Sister Helen Préjean in the Cape Town Opera première of 
Jake Heggie’s opera Dead Man Walking.

Dietrich Henschel
Baritone

His international career started with the title roles of two 
opera productions: Henze’s “Prinz von Homburg” at the Deut-
sche Oper Berlin and Busoni’s “Dr. Faust” at the Opéra Na-
tional de Lyon. These appearances were followed immediate-

ly by engagements at the two opera 
houses in Paris: Gluck’s “Alceste” 
with Gardiner and Wilson at the 
Chatelet, as well as “Dr. Faust” with 
Nagano and “Die schweigsame Frau” 
with Dohnanyi; at La Bastille he ap-
peared as Pelleas in Bob Wilson’s 
legendary production of Debussy’s 
“Pelleas et Melisande”, and as Count 
in Robert Carsen’s production of 
Strauss’s “Capriccio”.

He now appears regularly at the opera houses in Berlin, 
Munich, Amsterdam, Brussels, Lisbon, Madrid, Geneva, Zurich 
and Paris, as well as at international festivals like Salzburg, 
Aix-en-Provence and Florence. He is working with conductors 
such as Harnoncourt, Gardiner, Herreweghe, Jacobs, Eschen-
bach, Rilling,Christie, Petrenko, Nagano, Mehta, Dohnanyi, 
Albrecht, Rattle and Thielemann.

Dietrich Henschel is specially devoted to concert and lied 
and gives recitals all over Europe and the US, accompanied 
by Irwin Gage, Fritz Schwinghammer, Helmut Deutsch and 
Shinya Okahara.

Recently, he has been very successful as conductor. He 
gave his debut with the Paris Ensemble Diabolicus at the 
Chatelet with Beethoven’s Symphony No.1 and Mahler’s 
“Lied”, followed by concerts with the Orchestre de L’opéra de 
Rouen, and the Orchestra of the Theatre de la Monnaie, Brus-
sels.His first CD as conductor, featuring works by Wagner and 
Schönberg/Strauß, has been released by Ambroisie/Naive re-
cently.

His wide discography includes among many others the fol-
lowing recordings: Schubert’s “Winterreise” (Gage), Wolf’s 
“Mörike-Lieder” (Schwinghammer), Mahler’s “Kindertoten-, 
Rückert- and Wunderhornlieder” (Nagano), lieder by Korngold 
and Beethoven (Deutsch/Schäfer), lieder with orchestra by 
Hugo Wolf (Nagano), lieder by Vaughan-Williams, Mahler and 
Duparc (Schwinghammer), Schönberg’s “Jakobsleiter” (Naga-
no), Schubert’s “Schwanengesang (Schwinghammer), Haydn’s 
“Creation” and the complete recording of Busoni’s “Dr. 
Faust”, which was awarded a Grammy in 2000.

Lone Madsen
Clarinet

Intimate, graceful and timeless – 
with her new album, ‘White Sands’, 
Lone Madsen has taken her profes-
sional experience as a classically 
trained clarinetist and breathed new 
life into a classic art form. Madsen’s 
mission is simple yet ambitious: to 
bring the distinctive timbre of the 
clarinet – her own enchanting 

sounds and haunting melodies – to a far wider audience.
The most effective reinterpretations of any art form all too 

often happen from the inside, out, and Madsen’s take on the 
classical clarinet is no exception. Born in quiet, quaint Den-
mark, at the age of four Madsen moved with her family to 
English shores, to just outside London and the leafy suburb 
of Surrey. Enchanted by the performing arts, Madsen like 
many young children, was encouraged to take piano lessons 
and soon moved off the ivories and on to her first wind in-
strument – a recorder. One particular Christmas Madsen was 
given a clarinet as a gift from her parents. Dedicated and 
enthralled, Madsen spent time racking up her clarinet grades 
with distinction. Subsequently, she decided the best place to 
push herself and her medium would be New York City, at the 
world-renowned Juilliard School. Madsen’s talents were duly 
noted by the school’s board and the following September, 
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Soloists

1998, she found herself playing in the Lincoln Center of Per-
forming Arts. Under the exceptional tutorage of musicians 
such as clarinetist Charles Neidich, Madsen was able to com-
bine her love of performance with her passion for music. 

Since graduating from Juilliard with a Masters degree in 
2000, Madsen’s clarinet playing has seen her work with some 
incredible musical talents. She is well established as a solo-
ist and chamber musician and has performed in prestigious 
venues such as The Lincoln Center in New York, The Barbican 
and The South Bank Centre in London, as well as participat-
ing in a variety of international music festivals (Aldeburgh, 
Banff and Sarasota). Lone’s work is creatively diverse: from 
playing at the Bückeburg Castle in Germany at the behest of 
Prince Alexander Schaumburg Lippe, and duetting with 
former Chanticleer Countertenor Terry Barber in recital to 
composing work for the original soundtrack of Bliss’ ‘They 
Made History’ album, and Mike Figgis’ ‘A Portrait of London’ 
for the 50th Anniversary of The London Film Festival. Other 
important collaborations have seen her work with Andrea 
Bocelli, Thomas Ades, Milton Babbit, Alfred Brendel, Michael 
Kamen, Nora Kroll Rosenbaum and the Szymanowski Quartet.

In 2001 Lone Madsen formed a classical group, ‘The Lumen 
Ensemble’. Made up of Madsen on clarinet, Maurycy Banaszek 
on viola and Jan Rautio on piano. The trio met at a music 
festival and performed under the instruction of Robert Levin, 
Charles Neidich and John Perry, playing throughout the US 
and Europe to great acclaim. A recording of their work was 
released in 2007, fresh takes on works by Mozart, Bruch and 
Schumann with Grammy Award-winning Richard King and EMI 
producer John McCracken. Madsen is also excited to be work-
ing with 18-time Grammy Award-winning producer Steven 
Epstein on her next album and performing with Andrea Bo-
celli in Los Angeles in the near future.

In addition to her training as a classical musician, drama 
is something that Lone Madsen has always been taken with. 
While at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama she took 
acting and dancing classes in the evening. Madsen’s acting 
skills won her the part of Miss Grey in Ang Lee’s Oscar-win-
ning adaptation of ‘Sense and Sensibility’.

Luis Magalhães & Nina Schumann
Piano Duo

Luis Magalhães was born in Lousado in Portugal, and grew 
up in its environs. He started playing the piano at the age of 
five and received tuition from Eduardo Rocha, José Alexandre 

Reis, Pedro Burmeister and 
Vladimir Viardo, as well as mas-
terclasses from, amongst others, 
Paul Badura-Skoda and Alicia de 
Larrocha. By the time he went to 
study piano at the University of 
North Texas in 1999, Magalhães 
was already a seasoned recital-
ist, concerto and chamber music 
performer. He had also won sev-
eral prizes at national and inter-
national competitions. 

It was at North Texas where he met his Duo-partner, Nina 
Schumann, at the beginning of 1999. Resident in Los Ange-
les before then, she had come to study with Viardo at the 
University of North Texas in 1996 after having met him dur-
ing masterclasses in South Africa in 1995. Previously she 
had studied with Lamar Crowson and Vitaly Margulis, winning 
every major South African competition and scholarship and 
establishing herself locally as one of the most promising mu-
sicians of her generation. 

At the beginning of 1999 Schumann was appointed Associ-
ate Professor in piano at Stellenbosch University, and she 
started commuting between North Texas and the town of her 
birth. The result of mutual professional admiration and per-
sonal attraction in equal measure, the Magalhães-Schumann 
Piano Duo was founded in that same year. It soon achieved 
international recognition, with performances across the USA, 
Germany, South Africa, Portugal, Austria, Switzerland, Japan 
being praised for their display of synchronicity and technical 
prowess, expressive feeling and insight. To be sure, the char-
acter of this artistic collaboration is determined by a recep-
tive empathy between two very different pianists. Playful 
charm intermingles with fastidious realization of text, deli-
cate accuracy with impressively sonorous sound, percussive 
brilliance with meticulously formed singing lines. This is evi-
dent on their recording of Rachmaninoff’s complete works for 
two pianos released under Universal Music label. Tempting as 
it is to describe this fusion culturally as one between an old 
world steeped in tradition and a new world vibrantly respon-
sive, the comparison doesn’t work aesthetically. What is evi-
dent from the enthusiastic reception of Magalhães-Schumann 
performances, however, is that the forging of such a broad 
register of pianistic ability from two contrasting styles 
results in a sound and interpretative depth of sumptuous 
richness. And because music is never divorced from worldly 
circumstance, the fascination of this artistic dialogue must 
surely also derive in part from the Magalhães-Schumann mar-
riage, and the universally recognizable spark that ignited 
and continues to sustain it. 

Malcolm Nay
Piano

Malcolm Nay is widely regarded as 
one of the finest chamber pianists 
and accompanists in South Africa. 
After graduating with a BMus from 
Wits University, he travelled on 
scholarships to America, where he 
studied with Bela Siki. As a chamber 
musician, his repertoire includes 
most of the important works of the 

major composers, and he has taken part in series of recitals 
featuring all ten of Beethoven’s violin sonatas, Brahms’ vio-
lin sonatas and piano trios, as well as works by Dvořák and 
Rachmaninov amongst many others. 

He is a member of both the Musaion Piano Trio and the 
Hemanay Flute Trio – leading ensemble groups in South 
Africa. As a soloist, he has appeared with most of South 
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Africa’s major orchestras: he is remembered especially for 
performances of Mozart concertos which he conducted from 
the keyboard. He is also a highly regarded recitalist. He is 
currently a Senior Lecturer in music at the University of the 
Witswatersrand, at the same time managing a busy perform-
ing career. He regularly accompanies visiting international 
artists in their South African concerts.

Marcelo Nisinman
Bandoneon

Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1970, Marcelo Nisin-
man is a composer and master performer of the bandoneon. 
He currently lives in Basel, Switzerland, and is an active 
member of the international music/tango scene. He studied 
bandoneon with Julio Pane, counterpoint and harmony with 

Guillermo Graetzer (pupil of Paul 
Hindemith), both in Buenos Aires, 
and completed his composition stud-
ies with Detlev Müller-Siemens in 
Basel. 

Marcelo Nisinman’s music presents 
a new, diverse and original style that 
has its origins in Buenos Aires. Not 
only on the bandoneon, but also 
through a variety of different genres, 
such as string quartets, chamber en-
sembles, symphonic bands, sympho-

ny orchestras and even a chamber tango opera (“Señor Re-
torcimientos”), this rich and complex new “Tango” generates 
a wide range of emotions: from the meditative and intro-
spective to the exciting and ecstatic.

Marcelo Nisinman has performed with Gidon Kremer, Gary 
Burton, Fernando Suarez Paz, the Assad Brothers, the WDR 
Big Band under Vince Mendoza, the Belgrad Philharmonic 
and the Philadelphia Orchestra conducted by Charles Dutoit, 
among others. He was Composer in Residence at the Oxford 
Chamber Music Festival in 2008 and has been invited as 
composer and performer to the Kuhmo Chamber Music Festi-
val in Finland (2009) and the Sonoro Festival in Bucharest 
(2007 and 2008).

Nisinman’s CD “Tango” was recorded with the contemporary 
Danish group “Tango Orkestret”. He also wrote and recorded 
the music for the CD “Nacar” with the Mayo Chamber Orches-
tra, conducted by Pedro I. Calderón.

Florian Uhlig
Piano

Florian Uhlig is “one of the most individual and imagina-
tive young pianists of our time” (Musical Opinion). He is re-
nowned for his creative resourcefulness and his wide-ranging 
repertoire from Bach to contemporary composers, which he 
combines in his inventive and original programmes. Con-
stantly searching to explore the possibilities of musical ex-
pression, Uhlig is also dedicated to composition, improvisa-
tion, musicological research and projects with literature.

Born in Düsseldorf, Florian Uhlig gave his first solo recital 

at the age of twelve. He studied with Peter Feuchtwanger 
and continued his studies at the Royal College of Music and 
at the Royal Academy of Music in London, where he now 
lives.

The pianist has won numerous international prizes, includ-
ing the European Cultural Prize, conferred by the Fondation 
Européenne de la Culture, the Stephen Arlen Memorial Award, 
bestowed by the English National Opera, and the Queen Eliz-
abeth Rose Bowl. The Munich Tageszeitung awarded him, 
three times consecutively, the critics’ prize for outstanding 
contributions to the arts.

Florian Uhlig made his orchestral debut at the Barbican in 
London in 1997. Since then he has performed extensively in 
major venues in Berlin, Brussels, Cape Town, Caracas, Co-
logne, Dresden, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Johannesburg, London, 
Luxembourg, Munich, New York, Paris, Prague, Reykjavik, 
Salzburg, Seoul, Venice, Vienna and Washington. Festival in-
vitations include Beethovenfest Bonn, Kammermusiktage 
Schloß Elmau, Ludwigsburger Schloßfestspiele, MDR-Musik-
sommer, France Musiques Paris, Schleswig-Holstein, Schwetz-
inger Festspiele and Festwochen Vienna.

Florian Uhlig has appeared with orchestras such as the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra, Dresden Philharmonic, Munich Sympho-
ny, Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Saarbrücken, Stuttgart Phil-
harmonic, Bayrischer Rundfunk Chamber Orchestra, Stuttgart 
Chamber Orchestra and Vienna Chamber Orchestra.

Recent engagements included 
performances of Krzysztof Pend-
erecki’s Piano Concerto with the 
Iceland Symphony Orchestra and 
the Simon Bolivar Youth Orches-
tra of Venezuela under the baton 
of the composer.

In addition to his work as a 
soloist, Florian Uhlig is a much 
sought-after chamber musician 
and lied pianist. He was the last 
partner of the legendary baritone 
Hermann Prey and has collabo-

rated with Alban Gerhardt, Franz Hawlata, Roberto Saccá and 
Sir Willard White, the Consortium Classicum, the Philharmo-
nia Quartet Berlin, as well as with actors Christoph Bantzer, 
Cornelia Froboess and Gudrun Landgrebe.

Florian Uhlig has recorded for EMI, Black Box and Hänssler 
Classic (complete works for piano and orchestra by Dmitri 
Shostakovich). He has given masterclasses and lectures at 
the Royal College of Music, London, the Kwangju Art Univer-
sity, South Korea, the Conservatoire de Neuchâtel, Switzer-
land, and the Universities of Hong Kong, Johannesburg and 
Cape Town.
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Mike Brewer
Choir Director

Recognised as a leading figure in the choral world, Mike 
Brewer is in demand in Britain and worldwide for vocal and 
conducting workshops and guest conducting of choirs. Every 
year he spends two months in New Zealand and Australia, 
and recent tours have also included the USA, Singapore, 
South Africa, Mexico, Venezuela and the Seychelles as well 
as regular visits within Europe. He is Adviser on world music 

to the IFCM and assessor to Mexico’s 
choral programme.

Mike is consultant for over 20 
prize winning UK choirs, including 
the world famous girls’ choir, Canta-
mus. He has often served as adjudi-
cator for the finals of “Choir of the 
Year” and the National Festival of 
Music for Youth in the UK and in in-
ternational competitions. In 2008 
Mike led BBC workshops for “Last 
Choir Standing”.

Mike’s special love is his work with the National Youth 
Choirs of Great Britain of which he has been musical director 
since 1983. Laudibus, NYC’s chamber choir, is formed from 
outstanding current members and recent alumni.

Mike Brewer’s books for Fabermusic include the best selling 
“Kickstart your Choir, “Warmups”, “Improve Your Sightsing-
ing” (with Paul Harris) and “Finetune your Choir”. “Hamba 
Lulu”, his set of African songs is performed worldwide. Re-
cently published by Faber are “Playpiece”, commissioned for 
the Aberdeen Festival, “Worldsong”, performed in the 
Schools’ Proms, and a second set of African songs, “Banua”. 
Mike wrote the song and prepared conductors for the Olympic 
baton handover in August 2008. The song was sung in 27 
city centres across the UK. Mike is series editor of “World 
Tour”, and NYCGB has recorded 18 tracks for its new CD, out 
in January 2010.

Mike is a gold medallist double bass player and was a 
Churchill Fellow for 2002/3. He was appointed OBE in 1995.

Richard Cock
Conductor

Richard Cock was born in Port Elizabeth and educated at 
Woodridge Preparatory School and the Diocesan College, Cape 
Town. He pursued his musical studies at the Cape Town Col-
lege of Music, from which he graduated in 1971. In 1972, Ri-

chard Cock won a scholar-
ship to the Royal School 
of Church Music (RSCM), 
where he was awarded 
several prizes and diplo-
mas. In 1978 he became 
Director of Music at the 
Cathedral Choir School 
and assistant organist at 
Chichester Cathedral. Dur-
ing his years in England 

he became a Fellow of the Royal College of Organists.
After his return to South Africa in 1980, Richard Cock, as 

Music Director from 1991, breathed new life into the 
National Symphony Orchestra. His innovative spirit saw the 
orchestra expand its horizons with open-air events, such as 
the successful Emmarentia Gardens Winter Series, Musical 
Fireworks and Pops concerts, music in the zoo and tours from 
Cape Town to Cairo.

As conductor, he is in much demand countrywide for the 
popular Last Night of the Proms concerts and Songs of 
Praise; new milestones in recent years were conducting his 
first full-length opera, Mozart’s Don Giovanni, for PACOFS in 
Bloemfontein, and conducting the Julian Lloyd-Webber 
South Africa tour. In 2001, he conducted the Joshua Bell 
tour of South Africa and that of Lynn Harrell, and he regu-
larly conducts Starlight Classics for Rand Merchant Bank.

However, it is as a choral trainer and conductor that Rich-
ard Cock is best known. He was organist and director of 
music at St Mary’s Cathedral for 12 years and was elected a 
Fellow of the Royal School of Church Music for his services to 
Church Music in South Africa. He founded the Symphony 
Choir of Johannesburg and the internationally recognized 
Chanticleer Singers 30 years ago. Both are recognized as 
leaders in their respective fields.

He is chairman of the Apollo Music Trust, and until recent-
ly he was one of the Musical Directors of the Nation-Building 
Massed Choirs Festival. He is on the Board of Trustees of 
Business Arts South Africa, and of the National Arts Festival, 
Grahamstown.

In 1999 he left the NSO to pursue a freelance career and 
to stimulate music activities throughout South Africa, which 
he has done with marked success. In May 2000, he received 
an Honorary Doctorate in music from Rhodes University.

Since then he has not only conducted symphony, choral 
and many major concerts in Johannesburg, but also through-
out Southern Africa, plus Songs of Praise and light classical 
concerts titled Bach to Broadway, Flights of Fantasy and Lloyd 
Webber and Friends, as well as giving concerts for children 
and senior citizens. He is also involved with a number of 
successful outreach projects in Soweto, Eldorado Park, Lim-
popo Province and Kimberley. 

Richard Dickins
Conductor

Described by Julian Lloyd Webber writing in the London 
Daily Telegraph as ‘… an excellent conductor’, Richard Dick-
ins studied conducting with the late Norman Del Mar and 
subsequently worked as Del Mar’s assistant on many occa-
sions with orchestras such as the Philharmonia, Royal Phil-
harmonic and Bournemouth Symphony. Since then he has 
built an enviable reputation working with orchestras 
throughout the UK including the Royal Liverpool Philhar-
monic, London Mozart Players and Ulster Orchestra.

Much admired for his sympathetic rapport with concerto 
soloists he has been fortunate to work with some of the UK’s 
finest musicians including Raphael Wallfisch, Noriko Ogawa, 
Jane Watts, Amy Dickson, Corina Belcea-Fisher and Richard 
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Watkins. He made his Italian conducting debut with perform-
ances of Walton’s Façade with the Lindsay Kemp Dance Com-
pany for La Scala at the Teatro Nuovo in Milan, following 
which he took the production on tour throughout Italy.

With a repertoire that 
stretches from the ba-
roque to contemporary 
music he has given many 
first performances includ-
ing works by John Wool-
rich, Timothy Salter, John 
Madden, William Mival 
and Peter Hope.

Richard Dickins is well 
known for his work with 
young musicians. He be-

came conductor of the Symphony Orchestra at Imperial Col-
lege London whilst still a student and was later appointed 
the College’s first Musician-in Residence. A graduate of the 
Royal College of Music, he maintains his links with the RCM 
where he is principal conductor at the Royal College of Music 
Junior Department. He was recently elected to honorary 
membership of the RCM and was presented with this honour 
by the Prince of Wales.

For more than two decades Richard has been artistic direc-
tor of the Minehead and Exmoor Festival – a week long series 
of orchestral concerts in the West Country featuring well 
known soloists and with professional players drawn from all 
over the UK.

Richard Dickins has appeared on BBC TV and national and 
local radio as well as Classic FM. In December 2002 he was 
featured in an episode of the Channel 4 series Faking It in 
which he mentors a punk rocker through the process of be-
coming a conductor. The episode won not only a BAFTA 
award but also the Golden Rose award and the Press Prize at 
the Montreux Festival. 

His recent CD of English music with the Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra and Raphael Wallfisch for Nimbus has 
just been awarded three stars in the 2008 Penguin Guide to 
Recorded Classical Music and the Holst Invocation included 
on the disc was chosen as the best version available.

Maestro Thomas Sanderling
Conductor

After graduating from the Music School of the Leningrad 
Conservatory and the Music Academy in East-Berlin, Thomas 
Sanderling started his career at the age of twenty-four as 
the Music Director of the Halle Opera. He appeared frequent-
ly with most of the East German institutions including the 
Dresden Staatskapelle, Leipzig Gewandhaus and Komische 
Oper, Berlin, and won the Berlin Critics’ Prize.

He attracted the attention of Shostakovich, who asked him 
to give the East German premieres of his Thirteenth and 
Fourteenth symphonies and to make the world premiere 
recording of The Michelangelo Suite, the composer’s last 
orchestral work. As a direct result of this he became the 
assistant of Leonard Bernstein and Herbert von Karajan.

A Permanent Guest Conductor of the Deutsche Staatsoper 
Unter den Linden in Berlin until 1983, he then moved to the 
West where he appeared at the Vienna Staatsoper, Bayerische 
Staatsoper, Frankfurt, Deutsche Oper Berlin and the Hamburg 
State Opera, La Fenice (with Ponnelle), the Royal Danish 
Opera and the Finnish National Opera.

Parallel to a successful career in opera, Thomas Sanderling 
has extensively conducted symphonic concerts together 
with, in North America, the Dallas, Baltimore, Vancouver, 
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Montreal and the National Symphony 
Orchestras; in Europe with the Vienna Symphony and Berlin 
Radio Symphony Orchestras, the Liège, Czech, Dresden, Royal 
Liverpool, Royal Stockholm, Oslo and Helsinki Philharmonic 
Orchestras, The Philharmonia, the London Philharmonic and 
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestras, the Polish Radio National 
Symphony and the Radio-Symphony Orchestra in Saarbrück-
en; in Japan, with the Osaka Symphony Orchestra, with 
which he has been the Principal conductor for ten years and 
where he is the lifetime Music Director Laureate; and in Rus-
sia, where he enjoys particularly strong relationships with 
the Tchaikovsky Great Radio-Symphony, the St Petersburg 
Philharmonic and the Russian National Philharmonic, of 

which he is the Principal Conductor.
Recording credits include a CD of 

Mahler’s Sixth Symphony with the St 
Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra 
(1998 MIDEM/Cannes Classical Music 
Award), Brahms’s complete cycle of 
Symphonies with The Philharmonia, 
Albéric Magnard’s four symphonies 
with the Malmö Symphony (2001 
MIDEM award) and the complete 
symphonic works by Karl Weigl with 
Radio Symphony Orchestra Berlin, 

from which the first CD, containing the Symphony No 5. 
Apocalyptic, received great critical acclaim (CD of the Month 
in the Répertoire Magazine).

In 2006, for the centenary of Shostakovich’s birth, Thomas 
Sanderling conducted a series of programmes including rarely 
performed works by the great Russian composer with the 
Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen Rundfunks and for the 
Shostakovich Jubilee Festival in Moscow. The programme in 
Moscow included the world premiere of the Suite Op.29a 
from Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk which he also recorded for 
Deutsche Gramophon, together with The Story of the Priest 
and his Servant Balda. A second CD of ‘Songs and Waltzes’ 
was also released with the bass Sergei Leiferkus to great 
critical acclaim.
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Chanticleer Singers
The Chanticleer Singers were formed in 1980 by Richard 

Cock and is regarded as South Africa’s leading chamber choir. 
Over the years their reputation and renown have grown as 
they have become known through radio and television broad-
casts as well as public performances. Though based in 
Johannesburg, the Choir has appeared at other venues 
throughout South Africa, including the Grahamstown Nation-
al Festival of the Arts, the Cape Town International Organ 
Festival, the Knysna Nederberg Arts Festival, the Sowetan’s 
“Nation Building” Massed Choir Festival, Durban, Pietermar-
itzburg, Bloemfontein, Kimberley, Pietersburg, Upington and 
many smaller towns, as well as in Botswana, Swaziland the 
United Kingdom, Namibia, the USA and Israel. Their tour of 
the UK was the subject of an hour-long TV-documentary, 
“Lands End and Beyond”.

Their repertoire is wide and extremely varied, and includes 
both serious and light music ranging from Renaissance to 
contemporary. Although generally concentrating on “a capel-
la” music, the Choir has also appeared with the National 
Symphony Orchestra, the Transvaal Chamber Orchestra, the 
CAPAB Orchestra and the Johannesburg Festival Orchestra. 
A number of South African composers have written works 
specifically for them and for their 10th anniversary they 
commissioned works from leading South African composers. 
In 1989 they gave the first ever live TV music broadcast in 
South Africa: Monteverdi’s Vespers of 1610, performed on 
Good Friday. Before and since then, they have been involved 
in many other TV productions.

The Chanticleer Singers pride themselves on the quality of 
their work and on their commitment to the music scene in 
South Africa.

Imperial College Symphony 

Orchestra

Established in 1948, Imperial College Symphony Orchestra 
(ICSO) has been a mainstay of music at Imperial College for 
over sixty years and continues to flourish under the baton of 
its internationally renowned musical director, Richard Dick-
ins. Most notably winning the coveted title of ‘Orchestra of 
the Year 2008’ in the inaugural SymphUni competition which 
was sponsored by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, and per-
forming to capacity crowds in London’s Cadogan Hall with 
the IC Choir and Thomas Hardye Singers in December 2008. 

ICSO is therefore rightly recognized as one of the finest uni-
versity orchestras in the United Kingdom. Its seventy players 
comprise both staff and students of Imperial College. The 
orchestra is run by a dedicated committee of full-time 
students, who, together with the musical director, organise 
every aspect of the orchestra’s operation.

The orchestra’s recent repertoire has included established 
favourites such as Mahler’s Symphony No.1, Stravinsky’s Rite 
of Spring and Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade, as well as 
exciting contemporary works such as Short Ride in a Fast Ma-
chine by John Adams. ICSO also frequently joins forces with 
choirs to perform choral works such as the iconic Symphony 
No. 9 by Beethoven, Verdi’s Requiem and more recently Wal-
ton’s Belshazzar’s Feast. Aside regular concerts at The Great 
Hall at Imperial College’s South Kensington campus, the 
orchestra performs further afield, travelling annually to 
Dorchester to perform with the Thomas Hardye Singers. 
Recent years have also involved the orchestra performing at 
The Dragon School, Oxford, at The Lighthouse, Poole and at 
London’s prestigious Cadogan Hall. 

ICSO has been privileged to work not only with the very 
best soloists from Imperial College, but alongside highly-
respected artists, such as pianists Charles Owen, violinist 
Corina Belcea-Fisher and guitarist Gary Ryan.

On more than one occasion, ICSO has appeared on televi-
sion; firstly in the acclaimed Channel 4 series Faking It. With 

some help from ICSO, Richard Dickins successfully trans-
formed punk singer Chris Sweeney into a conductor capable 
of conducting the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, in only four 
weeks. The series won a BAFTA in 2002, and the above epi-
sode won the prestigious Golden Rose of Montreux television 
award. In 2003, ICSO spent two days filming at the Royal 
College of Music for Professor Robert Winston’s BBC docu-
mentary series The Human Mind, which was broadcast in 
October that year.

2003 saw ICSO recommence their long-neglected tradition 
of orchestral tours with a week in Montecatini Terme (Tus-
cany) to capacity audiences. In 2005, the orchestra visited 
the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The most recent tour in 
2007 saw the orchestra visit Catalonia returning via Paris, 
where their performance at the world-famous Madeleine 
Church attracted an audience in excess of two thousand 
people.
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Johannesburg Festival Orchestra
The Johannesburg Festival Orchestra (JFO) made its debut 

in concert with Julian Lloyd-Webber, at the Johannesburg 
Civic Theatre, in 1998. The musicians were all key members 
of the National Symphony Orchestra, the State Theatre Or-
chestra and the National Chamber Orchestra, all of which had 
been recently disbanded. This orchestra is unique in the 
South African context because of its versatility. In any given 
week, the musicians can be called upon to play school con-
certs in Soweto, while at the same time rehearsing for big 
outdoor pop concerts, and accompanying for overseas artists 
such as Joshua Bell and Lynn Harrell. 

The management and the musicians are totally committed 
to bringing music to as wide an audience as possible. They 
believe sincerely that the youth in South Africa will be the 
audiences and performers of the future, and are doing as 
much as they can to educate and touch the lives of as many 
South Africans as possible through live performances, televi-
sion and radio. Some prominent overseas artists accompa-
nied by the JFO to date include:

3 Julian Lloyd-Webber  3 Sarah Brightman
3 Carl Rosa Opera Company  3 Luciano Pavarotti
3 Lord Yehudi Menuhin 3 The Three Tenors
3 Birmingham Royal Ballet 3 Vanessa-Mae
3 St Petersburg Ballet  3 Helmut Lotti
3 Dance Theatre of Harlem 3 Basler Ballet Company
3 Joshua Bell 3 Lynn Harrell
3 Florian Uhlig  3 Josh Groban
3 Patrizio Buanne

Local TV broadcasts include Woza Afrika!, Sewende Laan 
Ball, Nation Building Massed Choir Festival. Annual concerts 
include Starlight Classics (10th year) the 702 Zoo concert 
(15th year), Last Night of the Proms (11th year), outreach 
concerts in Eldorado Park (9th year), as well as the annual 
Mozart Festival and Bach Festival. They have performed 
shows such as Rock Legends, Rat Pack, The Merry Widow, 
Thoroughly Modern Millie and Simply Ballroom.

In recent years, the JFO accompanied the South African 
Ballet Theatre in Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, La Traviata, 
Giselle and Romeo and Juliet. Last year the JFO played for 
the William Kentridge production of Mozart’s Magic Flute to 
excellent reviews. For the three years the JFO was proud to 
be the Orchestra -in-Residence for the National Arts Festival 
in Grahamstown. 

Melodi Music Ensemble
Melodi Music Ensemble is part of Melodi Music Project 

which was founded by Nimrod Moloto in 2002, its purpose is 
to specifically provide the children in and around Soweto 
with an opportunity to read and play music. The music 
project is based in Pimville Soweto. The aim is to bring joy 
and happiness into the lives of the children, by giving as 
many children as possible, the opportunity to express them-
selves through music. This music project is “... an opportu-
nity for the South African youth to grow through music”. 
Since its inception five years ago Melodi Music Project has 
been able to produce a Recorder Ensemble well known for its 
captivating sound produced on a consortium of recorders.

The Recorder Ensemble consists of Descant to Sub-Bass 
Recorders, and the Wind Ensemble consists of Woodwind in-
struments, Horn and Double Basses. Both Ensembles have 
played at a number of cooperate functions in and around 
Johannesburg. They were part of a Mozart Festival presented 
by Apollo Music Trust and for the second time they have 

been invited to play at Baroque in the Bush this year, a 
weekend of Baroque music in Kruger National Park with Rich-
ard Cock [a Trustee] and the Johannesburg Festival Orches-
tra. They will also be performing their own concert during 
the Mozart international Festival in Johannesburg at the end 
of this month.

In December 2007 Melodi Music Ensemble was invited to 
perform at The Hague Conservatoire and Amsterdam Bachzaal 
School, and also toured the UK giving concerts in Manches-
ter, London [South Bank Centre] and Wiltshire. They have 
just returned from a repeat tour of the UK, Germany and the 
Netherlands. Now, after seven years, Melodi Music Project 
Trust has been able to extend its hand to 1296 children via 
eight Primary Schools in Soweto, with a mission to increase 
this into as many schools as possible.

Social skills are helped by working in groups, where team-
work and interpersonal relationships are paramount. These 
are the very skills that employers look for in later life. The 
experience of performing teaches children to develop indi-
vidual responsibility and professional standards which equips 
them for later in life ...
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Musicians from the West-Eastern 

Divan Orchestra

Avi Avital
Mandolin/Electric Guitar

Born in Israel in 1978, mandolin player Avi Avital gradu-
ated from the Jerusalem Music Academy and specialized at 
the Padua Conservatory.

Described by the New York Times as an “exquisitely sensi-
tive” artist, he has played with major orchestras, such as the 
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, the Rostov State Theatre Solo-
ists, I Pomeriggi Musicali di Milano, Latvian National Sym-
phony Orchestra, the Ingolstadt Kammerorchester and the 
New York Metropolis Ensemble, as well as with the Chamber 

Music Society at the Lin-
coln Center in New York. 
In 2007, Avi Avital won 
the first prize at Israel’s 
prestigious competition 
for soloists, the “Aviv 
competition”, thus be-
coming the first mandolin 
player in the history of 
the competition to 
achieve this recognition. 
The following year he re-
ceived a special award 
from the Israeli Minister 

of Culture and an ECHO Prize for his recording with the David 
Orlowsky Trio for Sony BMG. 

His intense artistic activity includes numerous internation-
al appearances with performances in concerts throughout 
Europe, the USA and South-East Asia. He has been invited to 
give lectures and masterclasses at the Conservatorio Verdi di 
Milano, Stanford University (California), the Schola Cantorum 
Basiliensis in Basel and at New York’s Julliard School of 
Music.

His innate curiosity of all aspects of music – from experi-
mental to ancient music, passing through world music – has 
made him one of the most multi-faceted mandolin-players of 
our time.

Zohar Lerner
Solo Violin

Zohar Lerner has just 
been appointed concert 
master of the Württember-
gisches Kammerorchester 
Heilbronn. The 34 year old 
violinist studied at the 
Buchmann Mehta Music 
Academy in Tel Aviv and 
then continued his musical 
training at the Hochschule 
für Musik Hanns Eisler in 

Berlin. He also participated in international masterclasses 
and competitions.

Since his debut with the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra 
Zohar Lerner has appeared as soloist with numerous well-
known symphony and chamber orchestras, such as the Israel 
Chamber Orchestra, the Philharmonisches Staatsorchester 
Halle and the Berliner Symphoniker. 

Lerner is also an experienced orchestra musician. He has 
been a member of the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra, regu-
larly played with the Berlin Philharmonic and has appeared 
as guest concert master with the Tel Aviv Soloists, the 
German Chamber Orchestra, the Berliner Symphoniker as well 
as the Symphonieorchester of the Bayerischer Rundfunk. 

Ensembles

The concert on 7 February has 

been made possible solely through 

the generous support of the 

German Embassy in Pretoria. The 

musicians performing tonight 

are members of the West-Eastern 

Divan and have been invited to 

play as individuals, independently 

of the orchestra. The Johannes-

burg International Mozart Festival 

does not have any affiliations 

with any religious or political 

groups in South Africa or abroad.
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Mariela Matathia
Violin

Mariela Matathia, born into a musicians’ family, started to 
play the violin at the age of six. After graduating from the 
“Thelma Yelin” High School of Arts, she continued her stud-
ies at the Tel Aviv Academy of Music with Yair Kless and 

Haim Taub. In 2000 she moved to 
Germany to continue her musical ed-
ucation at the Hochschule für Musik 
Würzburg with Grigori Zhislin and at 
the Universität der Künste in Berlin 
with Nora Chastain, while attending 
numerous international masterclasses 
and workshops, with Miriam Fried, 
Izhak Rashkowsky, Arthur Zissermann 
and Abraham Stern, amongst others.

Mariela has been a member of the 
West-Eastern Divan Orchestra under 

the baton of Maestro Daniel Barenboim since 2000, where 
she has led the violin group in symphonic concerts and ap-
peared in chamber music performances with other musicians 
of the orchestra. She has also toured with the Verbier Festi-
val Youth Orchestra, the Verbier Chamber Orchestra and is 
regularly working with the Stuttgart Philharmonic and Stutt-
gart Chamber Orchestra. 

Mariela’s work has been supported by a number of founda-
tions; she has been the recipient of scholarships from the 
America-Israel Cultural Foundation, the Buchman-Heymann 
Foundation, the Szloma-Albam Stiftung and the Fundación 
Barenboim-Said.

Asaf Maoz
Violin

Born in Israel in 1979, Asaf Maoz is 
a graduate of the Rubin Academy of 
Music in Tel-Aviv, Israel, and the Ros-
tock Hochschule für Musik, Germany, 
where he studied with such eminent 
teachers as Ahuva Driblat, Simon Yeru-
shevich, Ora Shiran and Axel Wilczok. 
In addition, Asaf participated in masterclasses with Isaac 
Stern, Ralph Kirshbaum, Tabea Zimmermann, György Kurtág, 
Henry Mayer and Pinchas Zuckerman.

Currently residing in Berlin, Asaf is a member of the Deut-
sches Kammerorchester Berlin, the “Tel Aviv Soloists Ensem-
ble” and the Verbier Festival Chamber Orchestra. He has been 
a member of the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra under Maestro 
Daniel Barenboim since 2000 (Principal 2nd violin). In 2006–
2007 he has worked as Principal 2nd violin in the German 
“Bielefelder Philharmoniker”. Besides his orchestral work 
Asaf regularly appears in such prestigious festivals as Apple 
Hill “Playing for Peace”, the Verbier Festival in Switzerland, 
the “Jerusalem International Chamber Music Festival” and 
“Music in the Desert Festival”, Sde Boker, Israel. He has per-
formed and recorded music of young and prominent Israeli 
composers for both the Israeli Radio and a number of inde-
pendent labels. 

Asaf has also won several competitions and scholarships, 
among them scholarships from the America-Israel Founda-
tion, Yehudi Menuhin’s “Live Music Now” and the Fundación 
Barenboim-Said. 
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Ensembles

Shay Gluk
Viola

A graduate of the Hochschule für Theater und Musik, Leip-
zig, where he studied with Tatjana Masurenko, and Tel Aviv 
University, Shay Gluk is currently playing with the Essener 
Philharmoniker. Previously he has collaborated with the Tel 

Aviv Soloists, the Israel Chamber 
Orchestra, the Camerata Jerusalem as 
well as the Israel Philharmonic 
amongst others and worked with 
such eminent conductors as Kurt 
Masur, Zubin Mehta, Pierre Boulez 
and Christoph von Dohnanyi. In 
2000 Shay Gluk joined the West-
Eastern Divan Orchestra under Daniel 
Barenboim of which he has been a 
regular member since. 

Besides his orchestral work Shay is 
also a keen chamber musician. He has been a member of the 
Gertler Quartet and Shakshuka Quartet and regularly appears 
in chamber music festivals, such as the Gotland Chamber 
Music Festival in Sweden. 

Nassib Ahmadieh
Cello

Born in 1977, Nassib Ahmadieh studied cello in Lebanon 
with Prof. Alexandra Jaderian. In short time he proved to 
have an outstanding talent for music. After four years of 
studies at the Lebanese High Conservatory for music he won 
the first prize in the Ayvazian Competition. In that year he 
also became a member of the Lebanese National Symphony 
Orchestra. In 2004 Nassib moved to Germany to continue his 
studies at the Hochschule für Musik “Franz Liszt” in Weimar 
and complemented his musical education through master-
classes with cellists like Yo-Yo Ma, Martin Ostertag, Garry 

Hoffmann, Stephen Balder-
ston, Andreas Greger, Natalia 
Gutmann, Michael Sanderling 
and Jens-Peter Mainz.

Working as a freelancer, 
Nassib has played with many 
of the leading German orches-
tras. He has been a regular 
part-time member of the 
Staatskapelle Weimar as as-
sistant principal cellist since 
2005.

In 2000 he joined the West-
Eastern Divan Workshop and Orchestra under the direction of 
Maestro Daniel Barenboim, where he has since appeared both 
in symphonic and chamber music programmes. Nassib was 
also invited to participate in a tour with the Mahler Youth 
Orchestra conducted by Claudio Abbado.

Nassib’s repertoire ranges from baroque to contemporary 
music. He has performed works by Schnittke, Kodaly, Ligeti, 
Lachenmann and others. Olav Lervik dedicated a piece for 
solo cello to him.

As a soloist, Nassib has appeared with the Bursa Symphony 
Orchestra in Turkey, and is, together with the pianist Johan-
na Zmeck, frequently performing in international festivals 
such as the Apple Hill Chamber Music Festival Boston, USA, 
the Kronberg Cello Festival, the Franz Liszt Summer Academy 
Weimar and the Festival Neue Musik in Stuttgart. 

He has also participated in a number of recordings of the 
Franz Liszt Academy Orchestra.

Talia Schwarzwald
Double Bass

Born in Israel in 1980, Talia started her musical training 
with piano lessons at the age of six years. At twelve she was 
accepted to the Academy for Music and Dance in Jerusalem 
where she studied with Ester Narkis. It was only at the age 
of seventeen that Talia had her first double bass lesson with 
Michael Klinghoffer. Having graduated from the Jerusalem 
Academy of Music in 2004 with diplomas in both instru-
ments, Talia is currently studying with Michinori Bunya at 
the Hochschule für Musik in Würzburg. 

In 2004 Talia joined the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra un-
der Daniel Barenboim. In addition she has also been a mem-
ber of various orchestras and chamber music ensembles, such 
as the Young Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, the Jerusalem 
Baroque Orchestra, the Jerusalem Radio Symphony Orchestra, 
the Philharmonisches Orchester Würzburg, the Württember-
gisches Kammerorchester Heilbronn and the Hamburger 
Symphoniker. 

ø ø ø ø ø
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Authors

Roderick Swanston
Programme Notes

Roderick Swanston was educated at Stowe School, the Roy-
al College of Music and Pembroke College, Cambridge, where 
he was organ scholar. From 1976–2004 he was a professor at 
London’s Royal College of Music. Nowadays he is a freelance 
lecture, broadcaster and writer. He lectures part-time at Im-
perial College, London and London University’s Birkbeck Col-
lege, and is Artistic Director of the Danube and Rhine Music 
Festivals. He has also been a visiting Professor at Dartmouth 
College in the United States, as well as a visiting examiner 
in Hong Kong. He has lectured in Europe, Asia, the United 

States and South Africa on a wide 
range of subjects, and appeared in 
London at the Tate Gallery, National 
Gallery, the National Portrait Gallery, 
the South Bank, the Barbican and 
the Wigmore Hall, and in the United 
States in Seattle, New York and Min-
neapolis. He visits Europe regularly 
to give lectures. He is much in de-
mand as a tour leader for groups. He 
has given well over a hundred broad-
cast talks, reviews and interviews, 

and is much in demand as a guest speaker. He was the Presi-
dent of the Incorporated Society of Musicians from 2008–9, 
and elected to a Fellowship of the Royal College of Music in 
1994. He has planned and introduced pioneering chamber 
music concerts that include rarely heard works for the Chich-
ester Festivities since 1998. Roderick Swanston is renowned 
for his mixture of extensive knowledge, insight and wit, 
making serious subjects approachable by specialists and 
non-specialists alike. He has been the visiting English music 
lecturer for the Verbier Festival in Switzerland since 2005.

Timothy Jackson
Essay on F.H. Hartmann

Timothy L. Jackson’s primary interests center on the music 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and Schenkerian 
theory. He was born in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, in 1958. His 
studies in music were initiated with piano lessons at age 7. 
At ages 10 and 13, he spent two years in the Preparatory 
Division of the Juilliard School of Music (on scholarship), 
where he studied piano and theory. He is well-known for his 
work on the music of Richard Strauss, on which he wrote his 
doctoral dissertation (Ph.D. in Music Theory, 1988, the Grad-

uate Center of the City University of 
New York). Since completing his doc-
torate under Carl Schachter, Jack-
son’s interests have branched out 
from German music to encompass the 
Russian, Estonian, and Finnish tradi-
tions. He authored the monograph 
on Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony 
(Pathétique) for the Cambridge 
Handbooks Series (1999) in addition 
to co-editing Bruckner Studies (Cam-

bridge, 1997), Sibelius Studies (Cambridge, 2001) and Per-
spectives on Anton Bruckner (Ashgate, 2001). With Paul 
Hawkshaw (Yale), he wrote the composer article on Bruckner 
for the Revised New Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
(2001/2004). Currently, he is editing a volume of Richard 
Strauss Studies, also for Cambridge. With Veijo Murtomäki, 
Colin Davis, and Tomi Mäkela, Jackson co-edited Sibelius in 
the Old and New World: Aspects of His Music, Its Interpreta-
ton, and Reception (Peter Lang: New York, Bern, Berlin, Brux-
elles, Frankfurt am Main, Oxford, Wien, forthcoming, 2010). 
Jackson has published on a wide range of topics, especially 
on theories of form and large-scale tonal structure, in an ar-
ray of music theory journals including The Journal of Music 
Theory, Music Analysis, In Theory Only, Music Theory On-line, 
and Theory and Practice. His research on twentieth-century 
composers such as Schoenberg and Shostakovich, has been 
published in a wide range of journals including 19th-century 
Music, The Musical Quarterly, Music and Letters, Journal of Mu-
sicological Research, and the International Journal of Musicol-
ogy, and also books published by Cambridge, Oxford, Duke, 
and Princeton University Presses. Since 2000, Jackson has 
been actively directing the “Lost Composers” Project, which 
seeks to revive the music of composers whose work was 
eclipsed or lost as a result of the Nazi-era cultural policies 
and the Holocaust, including the compositional and theoreti-
cal work of Friedrich Hartmann.

Gemma Baxter
Illustrations

Gemma Baxter is a London-based illustrator. She graduated 
from Kingston University with a BA Hons in Illustration. 
Character and reportage are integral aspects of her work and 

document her voyeuristic interest in 
social behaviour. Gemma has com-
pleted a number of creative ven-
tures concerning themes such as 
food, travel, grooming and music. 
Playfulness and humour are para-
mount to her work and she aspires 
to engage her audience through 
these factors. Gemma has exhibited 
with the Association of Illustrators 
and Bromley Arts Festival. She has 
been involved in advertising and 
children’s illustration in addition to 

receiving private commissions. Gemma is currently working 
on some short stories and is looking to experiment with 
three-dimensional work.
www.gemmabaxter.com  |  flying-snail@hotmail.co.uk
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Facebook ticket promotion
The Johannesburg International Mozart Festival is offering a 10% discount on Linder Audi-
torium concert tickets for members of the “Johannesburg International Mozart Festival” group 
on Facebook. A 10% reduction will be made per ticket for you and a partner to any of the 

Linder Auditorium concerts of your choice during the Festival. These 
will be available at the door on the night of the performance.
In order to qualify for this special rate and reserve seats, patrons are 
requested to sign up on the Facebook page of the “Johannesburg 

International Mozart Festival” and leave a MESSAGE on our wall.
Please note that these discounted tickets are not available through Computicket and that 
your choice of concert depends on ticket availability.

Prices
Linder Auditorium

Category 1: R165
Category 2: R135

Northwards House

R160 (Sunday concerts include supper/wine; other concerts 
include a glass of wine)

St Mary’s School, Waverley

R120 (R100 for Students and Seniors)

Concessions
10% discount for Students under 21 and Seniors over 65
10% discount for block bookings of 10 or more
Buy tickets for 3 Festival concerts at the Linder Auditorium 
and get 1 free ticket for another Linder concert

Booking
All Linder Auditorium concerts

Book at COMPUTICKET – Tel.: 011 340 8000 or on 
www.computicket.com

All other concerts

Book on Tel.: 011 447 9264 or on E-mail: rcock@iafrica.com

At last
Please also visit our 
website for further 
information on the 
Johannesburg Interna-
tional Mozart Festival, 
including our Archive 
and Press section.
www.join-mozart-

festival.org
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CD Corner

7 “Whether on an operatic stage or in a recital hall, 
Dietrich Henschel is a totally compelling performer who 
uses every possible means to heighten the dramatic impact 
of whatever he is singing. [...] Henschel colours every line 
individually and, unlike some celebrated lieder baritones 
of today, never applies a uniform expressivity to every-
thing he sings” | The Guardian, 31/07/2009

“Lidia Baich: rising star [...] moving classical music 
away from its dusty image – this is Lidia Baich’s mission” 

| Die Presse, 18/09/2008 3

“Lone is a truly inspired and an inspirational clarinetist 
who ranks among the best I’ve ever seen and heard. 

Aside from being evocative and elegant, her music and her 
style are a rare combination” | Bryan Adams

“Lone Madsen’s wonderful sense of style and rich, 
expressive sound will appeal to a wide, eclectic audience 

which should help gain an even greater popularity 
for the instrument.” | Steve Epstein (18 time Grammy 

award-winning Producer) 3

“Quick-witted and focussed“. 
“The artist plays like a master. He commands an enchant-
ing non-legato touch which, fortunately, is never used to 

its mere effect, but is shaded unobtrusively and with a 
sense of confidence and quick-wittedness. […] Wit, 

focussed agility and spirituality are brought across in these 
intelligent variation pieces in the most stimulating manner. 

The interpretations rank among the very finest examples. 
[…] This staggeringly original CD is an event.” | 

Joachim Kaiser, Süddeutsche Zeitung, 06/07/2009 3

7 “Sanderling elicits powerful performances of Taneyev’s 
odd-numbered symphonies. […] Under Sanderling, the 
“First” and “Third” symphonies sound strong willed, clear 
eyed, and altogether like the work of a singular musical 
mind. […] By clearly revealing the character of the music 
and the composer, Sanderling has done something no 
other conductor in the digital age has done: redeemed 
Taneyev’s reputation.” | James Leonard, All Music Guide
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